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History is not the tms. objective and linear account of the past, but the result of 
interpretation and, often, politically motivated appropriation. It is the aim of this thesis to 
undcntand the ways in which Indian colonial history and. specifically. the prowth of 
nationalism have been interpreted and appropriated. for the construction of a cultural 
- L  Illluu' :..A idcntiry. Many groups zsising on the magins of 'Hinduism' wcre subsuiiitd 
within an oppressive and political 'Hindu' fold. Gandhi's nationalism playrd on notions 
of 'Hinduism.' appropnating subaltem traditions and consciousness. in ordrr to unify 
India under his idealized conception of community. While the history of thesr subaltrm 
goups is interconnected with the national movement. this thesis demons tn t r s  tha t certain 
interpretations can provide a critique of their political appropriation within a dominant 
'Hinduism'. 
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CHAPTER 1 - LNTRODUCTION 

On December 6'h 1992, various 'Hindu' organizations successfully collaborated in 

demolishing a Mosque at the supposed birth site of a Hindu god. in Ayodhya, India. 

Justification for this act was based upon 'historical evidence' which supposedly revrals 

kat .  in thc sinccnih ccnrury, a L.ii:ughal cmpcrûr d ~ j t ï û y d  ~Iie HiiiJu iciiipic iliiii ira3 

originally at this site. This 'historical evidence' has been discounted by the 

Archaeological Survey of India. and the daim about this as the specific birth site of the 

Hindu god Rnma remains unproven. 

This is but one example of the political appropriations of history. in the name of a 

'Hindu' majority in India. While interpretation is integral to history, and appropriations 

are universal. thrse ones must be contextualized. in order to show them up as politically 

motivated. instrumental appropriations. W ithin thrse political appropriations. minori ty 

groups are excluded. as in the case of Muslims. or subsumed. as in the case of - loosely 

detïncd - 'Hindu' groups. However. it is not only politics that makes dubious daims to 

historical evidence. but also historiography itself. By privileginç certain interpretations 

and. masking, or excluding othrrs. historiographies are complicit in the act of political 

appropriation. 

I am concemed, in this thesis. with examining dominant historiogaphical modes 

of colonial history, which favourably analyre Gandhian nationalism, a form. I will argue 

of 'Hindu' nationalism. More specifically. 1 am interested in seeing how this 

interpretation deals with the history of subaltem. especially tribal groups. In order to 



understand the position of tribal groups, Gandhian nationalism and its ideal of 

'Hinduism' have to be explored. 

India's colonial period, rnarked as it was, by the intemingling of diverse groups, 

was a site of conflict. protest and repression. British rule made an indelible impression 

on every aspect of Indian life. Therefore. analytical distinctions betwern 'indian' - read 

eastrrn - and .western', usrd by many schoian, have not proved to b r  effrctive 

epistemological tools. Both 'eastrrn' and 'western' clemcnts have to be viewed in  their 

cornbined constitution of social relations. In doing so. othrr analytical distinctions. 

batwveen. for example. materiality and ideology, or spirituality. and rnodernity and 

tradition are dso  found wanting. 

Despite the inadequacies of these dichotomies. Indian nationalists and 

historiographers have attempted to construct a cultunl idenrity for Indians by mobilizing 

thesr distinctions. In their attempt to create the illusion of a Hindu majority in India. 

histories have genenlly been wit ten on one side of the dichotomy. that of traditional and 

ideological. This method of writing history leaves asidr the material dimensions of 

inequality. 

In the construction of this cultunl identity, as a project of Indian nationalism. the 

model usrd has been that of the hierarchical structure of 'caste', as incorponted within 

the label 'Hinduism'. Nationalists of the colonial period. and subsequent histonans. have 

privileged a particular version of 'Hinduisrn', and projected it onto an idyllic conception 

of a precolonial Indian past. This model of 'Hinduism' subsumes within its fold most of 

the diverse elements, without attention to the disjunctures in social reality. What results 



in the histones, therefore, is a marginalization or silrncing of large segments of the Indian 

population who occupied a subaltem position with reference to ihe 'Hindu' elites. 

Defining what constitutes 'Hindu' is complex task. The term originally dates 

back to encounters with the Greeks, but its contemponry political form originatrd during 

the colonial period. I t  was mrant to incorporate a large numbrr of diverse groups and 

sccls, ;vhich xc rc  ncirbci ?;Ias!im mi Chriaim. As süîh. Uül;ng dif fmnt  poinis in  die 

colonial and post colonial prriod. the term 'Hindu' has bern used to refer to tribal groups. 

Sikhs. Buddhists. Jains, and members of other dissentins sects (Omvedt. 1993: 9). 

Howrver. mrmbers of the aforementioned groups would not al1 a g e r  to the label 

'Hindu'. As Gai1 Omvedt observes, ". . . what is today known as Hinduism was only 

gradually consolidated out of the myriad of traditions. crystallizcid as a religion basrd on 

appeals to the Vedas and to the authority of bnhrnans" (Omvedt. 1993: 9). The ht~izhmitz 

pnvilege that is emphasized in this tcnn 'Hindu' creates a philosophy that is more 

accurately termed brahmanism. than 'Hinduism'. The terms are synonymous. 

Brahmanism is the privileging of the ritual statu of the upper castes. Caste is a 

term that has been used to refer to both L*arna and jati. Vama is the hirrarchical division 

of society into four groups: the Brahniins at the top, are traditionally associated with the 

priesthood and higher levels of administration; the Ksizamj+as, the wamors and nobility: 

the Vaishws, merchants and businesspeoplr: and the Shlrdras, the peasantry, artisans and 

other goups who toi1 for the above three. In reality, however. it is thejati  (ofirn 

translated as a sub-caste) which determines the general mles of social relations within 

and arnong different groups. h t i  was originally an extended kin network, while wrna 

emerged later, superimposing a ritual, ideological division onjati. Tribal groups lie 



outside the idrological system of varna. The common pnctice of subsuming the tems 

varna and jati into the English tenn caste is. therefore, not an adequate representation of 

the reality of thesr social relations in India. Howwer, as the terni caste is most 

commonly used, t will use it also. 

During the British rule. upper-caste elites attempted to create an inclusive 

'Hinduisin' "iiiüi daim jed] the whoie myhoiogies of the Puranic rndirions as deriving 

ultimately from a brahmanic. Vrdic, and Sanskritic core. that incorporatr[d] and yet 

su bordinate[d] al l the various "subaltem" traditions - and that [was] posed in radical 

contnst to such "non-Indian" religions as Islam and Chns tianity" (Omvrdt. 1 993 : 9- 1 0). 

Hindu assertion reemerged at the tum of the 1 9'h century. At this time. a section of the 

nationalists - known as 'extremists' - invoked ancient post-Vedic 'Hindu' traditions. 

which had. in the medieval times. been transfomed so as to ensure the hrnhrnins' 

superionty. This notion has developrd as the politics of hindriha -a jingoistic attempt to 

create a hegemonic 'Hindu' idrntity - in post independence India. 

Gandhi arrived on the scene soon after the 'extremists' gaincd dominance within 

the Congress Pany (the political party associated with India's freedom struggle). His 

version of 'Hinduism* is particularly important. Whilr Gandhi severely criticized 

western civilization and industrialization. especially as the latter had flounshed at the 

expense of the Indians, his approach was founded in his own interpretation of an ideal of 

' Hinduism'. As numerous scholars have pointed out. Gandhi's al temative to western 

industrialization was based not on the modem principles of human freedom and equality. 

but upon the notion of the self-sufficient village community. This village community 

was to function according to an idealized vuma system, where "the paternalistic rule of 



kings" would be "regulated b y intellectuals (brahmans)" (Omvedt, 1 993 : 1 2). As 

Gandhi was also a shrewd political leader. his ability to strike compromises between 

groups of high castes and peasants allowed the inequality, entailed in his vision of India. 

to be subsumed in the larger project of a hegemonic appropriation of 'subaltrm' groups. 

This attempt at appropriation of the disadvantaged groups in Indian society was 

çonçeivrd wiùiin tne projecr oî'ouiiàing a *Hinciu0 majoriry which wouid. ideaiiy. be 

generous and tolerant to the diverse ways of living and belirving of the non-Hindu 

minori ties. 

A Brief Historv 

Archaeological evidence has showm that the history of the Indian subcontinent can 

br traced to the indus Valley Civilkation. somewhere between 2500 and 2400 BC. 

Around the early second milleniurn BC, a group of people labrled the Aryans. amvrd in 

India frorn the north-west. settled areas in the Indus Valley and rstablished Vèdic Aryan 

society. 

Various indigenous tribal groups were assimilated into the Vedic fold as the 

Aryans expanded their settlement of India. This period of indian history, known as the 

Vedic period, has bern described as predominantly tribal (Thapar. 1993: 1 16). However. 

R o d a  Thapar has argued. that. in the Indian context, the term tribal society, ". . .is 

ambiguous and includes a range of cultures from stone-age hunters and gatherers to 

peasant cultivat~rs" ( 1984: 18). This leads to some confusion about the term itself. 

Thapar points out. that Iineage is a precise and narrow term which explains the socio- 

economic relations of the time more efficiently. As neither private property, nor a system 



of taxation existed at this tirne, succession (vamsa) and status were conferred through 

religious rïtuals which, in tum, reinforced existing patterns of control over economic 

resources (Thapar. 1993 : 1 1 7). 

With the subsequent emergence of a household economy, it was not so much the 

existence of surplus itself, but the need to determine how that surplus was to be 

distributeci. that ird to Further divisions in socieiy (?hapar. i 995: i i î j. As stare sysrems 

emerged. the prestation economy declined. whiie the ritual status of the lineaagees was still 

upheld. The stratified lineage led ro the formation of varna. in an attempt to draw 

together new and old ideologies. ". . .into a holistic theory of social functioning" (Thapar. 

i 981: 18). Thapar points out that econornic changes were reflectrd in the structure of 

caste. What rmerged was the existence of two statuses: ntual and actual. Ritual stanis 

became a continuation of the lineage system, and had to be adjusted to the changing 

economic status (Thapar. 1984: 19). Thtis the ideology of the old lincage system was 

supponed by the material basis of a developing inegaiitanan order. 

Caste evolved as a system of social hierarchy. for which philosophical 

justifications were put fonvard in the form of rrligious texts. These texts are open to 

interpretation. and tended initially to br based more on observance than idrology 

(Thapar, 1989). During colonial rule, attempts were made to create. from thesr diverse 

texts, a coherent whole. in order to provide new justification for the brahmanical mode1 

labeled Hinduism. It consisted essentially of the belief in the bruhmin S supenority at the 

top of the caste hierarchy.' What has corne to be known as Hinduism today, results from 

a mix of Onentalist and nationalkt attempts to read the ancient texts. as coherent and 

mutually consistent. 



Tribal Groups 

Tribal groups have been the topic of much academic discourse. Yet, there is no 

consensus in India around the definition of tribe. The term 'tribe' ernerged during the 

colonial era and, was used by the Bntish to distinguish a group of people who did not 

easily fit into the category of 'caste'. Because of the lack of specificity. the term. is used 

tribal peoples as. ". . .those who during the centuries of Indian history, resisted Hindu 

incorporation'' (1 986: 275). The term tribe. states Thapar, "[iln its precise meaning, . . . 

refirs to a community of people claiming descent from a common ancestor" ( 1993: 1 17). 

However, as Thapar has argued. the term lineage brtter describes ancient indian Vedic 

socirty. 

The tnnsformation from lineage to caste occurred during the migration of the 

Vedic people towards the east. They increased thrir numben by incorporating, in a select 

fashion. memben of the indigenous groups. and thereby forming a brnlimin-khan*-a 

alliance which comprised approximately 540% of the population (Saha. 1986: 285). 

While many tnbal goups w r e  assimilated into the caste framework, others resisted this 

Hindu incorporation (Saha, 1986: 282, Beteille, 1986: 308). Until British rule. there 

were mgged mountainous areas, where tribal groups remainrd relativrly untouched by 

caste relations. 

As the British consolidated their mle over india, the secluded tribal areas were 

forced open to the proselytizing activity of British missionaries. During this penod. the 

accounts of tribal groups were based on two sources: ethnographies conducted by 

colonial officiais on 'rnanners and customs' and Hindu attempts - by leaders of Hinduist 



movements - to prove the 'Hinduness' of the tribes. The first approach treated the tribes 

as static social isolates comprising 'noble savages', in need of protection. by missionaries 

and the colonial governmrnt. against assimilation into 'Hindu' society. The second 

approach analyzed the tribes as an assimilated sub-system of Hindu socirty (Singh. 

1978: 122 1 ). Yct, as KS Singh notes, the tribes of India have neithrr been rntirely 

isoiateci, nor have they 'oeen compieteiy absofbed into Hinciu society ( I Y 7s: 122 1 1. 

For British adminisrrative purposes. it was nrcessary to bring the whole of India 

under central control and the colonial administration. therefore. sent its officers and 

missionaries into tribal areas. At the sarne time. caste Hindu traders. shopkeepers. 

moneylenders and suppliers provided support for the colonial endeavour in these areas. 

What resulted was an cntrenching of the caste/tnbr division in tribal areas. Various 

changes introduced b y the British brought previousl y autonomous tribal communi ties in 

contact with caste Hindu society. which significantly changed tribal life. 

The introduction of the =aminduri system of land tenure rnoved the tribals into a 

cash rconomy. and away from the communal character of their villages 

(Sachchidananda, 1990: 283-284). The British also extended the role of the traditional 

inoneylender. to include that of a middleman. Singh deiines the rniddleman as a. 

". . .meanire of the colonial system who performed a variety of finctions.. .in 

administrative matters, as a moneylender, as a trader who controlled production of 

foodgrain through the system of advanced credit, and as a landgrabber" ( 1 985: 1 3). 

English missionaries tried to organize the tribal people into cooperative societies. 

to fight against oppressive Hindu landlords, operating under the land tenure system. This 

created the idea that missionaries were the benefactors of tribals. Many tribals were thus 



converted to Christianity, creating a schism between the converted and the non- 

converted. The missionaries also perpetuated the idea that caste and tribal identities were 

different. At the same tirne, nationalists began lobbying for tribal welfare. As much of 

the nationalist work was done with the underlying idea that tnbrs were a part of Hindu 

society, tribal groups were pulled in two directions - 'Hindu' and British. 

(Sachc 'niciananda, i 990: 234,  

The British made distinctions benveen the tribrs and caste socirty. perpetuating 

the notion that the two groups representrd sepante ncial categories, distinpishable by 

physical features (Skaria. 1997: 725-730). Whilr certain indigenous tnbd groups in 

precolonial India had remained relatively untouched by the advancing hrwhntanic socirty. 

absolute ncial distinctions did not represent the result of centuries of intemingling 

brtween the so-called Aryans, indipnous tnbes and other outside groups. 

In keeping with this idea of racial distinction, various characteristics were also 

associated specifically with each group. Despite the label of 'maniai races' given to 

some caste groups. caste society as a whole was constnicted as weak and cffeminate by 

the British. Tribes, in opposition, were portrayed as masculine. noble and loyal. These 

ideas were fùeled by comecting tribes to the romantic post-Enlightenmant notions of the 

noble savage, and wayward children (Skaria, 1997: 732). In the British conception. caste 

and tribe represrnted different degrees of wildness. Castes were thought to have reached 

a slightly higher form of civilization, and were not expected to indulge in violent 

outbursts whereas, with tribes, violence was treated as the mischeviousness of children, 

the idea that 'boys will be boys'. 



Indian nationalists. on the other hand. had a stake in representing the unity 

between tribe and caste. Tribes were claimed to belong within an all-encompassing 

Hindu realm. The tribes thus became a site of contention between nationalists and 

colonialists, both fighting to incorporate the tribal communities within thrir wider 

projects of nationalism and colonialism respectively. 

Rapid and drastic changes in the lifestyle of the tnbal populations Icd many ot' 

them to revolt against British and Hindu tynmy. Singh divides these ttibal protests into 

three phases. The fint phase. from 1795-1 860. coincided with the risc and expansion of 

the British Empire. and compriscd pnrnary resistance movemcnts whiçh tended to be 

large and spontanrous. The second phase. from 1860 to 1920. coincided with the rise of 

a much deeper penetration of British capitalism into tnbal areas. While both se_pents of 

the peasantry and tribals revolted. the latter developed a more political and religious 

ovenone to their movements ( 1978: 1230). The third phase - 1920- 1947 - witnesscd 

movements of a more secular and political nature. and tribes began participating in the 

nationalist and agrarian movemrnts ( 1 978: 1230). 

As the nationalist struggle was deeply influenced by Gandhi. his approach to the 

tribals is also important. In Singh's view, Gandhi's contribution to the tribal issue was 

two-fold. "First," he argues "the Mahatma. his personality and his message seemed to 

cany forward and deepen the process of ~anskritization' started by the tribal bliagats 

[spiritual leaders] in the latter half of the nineteenth century" ( 1 978: 1 BO). And. second. 

Gandhi's work on tribal welfare - his 'Reconstruction Proprnme'  - was largely 

responsible for politicizing the tribals. Gandhi's awareness of the plight of tribal 

populations came through the influence of Thakkar Bapa, one of his workers. Bapa was 



concemed with tribal welfare and reform, and alerted Gandhi to the urgency of dealing 

with the tribal population ( 1985: 175- 177). 

Through the efforts of Gandhian worken, tribal movrments 'appeared' as 

imitations of Gandhian nationalist Hindu idrology. Singh describes the Tana Bhagat 

movement, among a group of tnbals known as the Oraons, as one that, ". . siartrd as a 

;:fom,ati:.; movemer.r  AC: the Fint Wurk! '?!ar. [and] assurncd a po1i:ical oi-crtûris 

when it came in contact with the Congress movrment in Chotanagpur. To the hralirnnnic 

bhagat idioms of purity, temperance and teetotalism were added new ones such as swanj 

[self-rule], Gandhi raj, non-payment of taxes, nhimsa [non-violence] etc.. ." ( 1985: 180). 

Gandhi's influenthl principlrs of sirvaraj - self-rule for Indians - and sahugraha - the 

pncticing of truth - became popular with tribal groups. 

Nationalist approaches to Indian historio_gaphy lay rmphasis on tribes as part of 

the large Indian. implicitly Hindu. family. Aggressive tnbal assimilation into Hindu 

society began with the British. precisely because of their efforts to create artificial 

distinctions, and this was continued with the nationalists. As a result of colonial 

distinctions, the tribals were thrown into severely oppressive relations. and some 

theorists, consequent1 y, have been critical of the 'welfare' and reconstruction prognms 

aimed at tribal groups (Sachchidananda, 1 990: 303). 

Western education, it has been argted, has only created divisions within tnbal 

society. For Mark Galanter, the "...absorption of the educated and brtter equipped 

tribals into the services.. .deprived the community of leadership and rendered it more 

easily manipulated and less assertive and self-reliant" (in Sachchidanada. 1990: 303). 



Sachchidananda stresses the fact that welfare tends to benefit those who are already more 

privileged within the tribal community. 

The roie of the tribal elite in bringing about social transformation in their 
community is a very rnixed one. On the one hand. they serve as models 
for rmulation and also inject some dynamism into local communities. On 
the other, the structural obstacles to upward rnobility are too great for the 
majority of tribals to overcome on their own. and those who have already 
claimed the benefits of development do not engage in active politics to 
rcdiairibuiz [ hm i i 990: 309). 

Thus, even whrn 'social advancement' allows particular mrmbers of a tribal or 

other subaltern group to improve their socio-economic status. the group as a whole rarely 

benefits. Moreover, the members who increase their status, ofien do so at the cost of 

maintaininy any link with their (tribal) community. Tribal separation from 'mainstream' 

society. thus. continues. as does the tribal subordination to the 'Hindu' mainstream. In 

other words. while tribal society still cxercises a certain amount of autonomy. it is 

ultimately working within the 'broader pan-Indian'. or Hindu society. on w hose margins 

it exists (Saha, 1986: 287). 

It is difficult to conceptualize the relationship betwern tribal groups and the widcr 

Hindu community. as defining 'Hinduism' is itseif a problematic. if not impossible 

endeavour. "Veer Bhant Talwar." Gyan Pandey notes, "has argued recently that the 

acceptance of varnashrarna dharma (in effect, caste) and the suprernacy of the Brahmin. 

the worship of the cow. and the buming of the dead, are three features of commonaiity in 

the beliefs and practices of al1 Hindus" ( 1993: 256). This nther overt reference to the 

supremacy of the brahmin points to the fact that Hinduism is, in its essentials, the same as 

brahmanisrn. And it is this brahmanisrn that lies at the core of the political agenda of the 



hindrtva proponents. The question. then, of where the 'marginal' groups fit in, has 

always been a problematic one for the proponents of hindima. 

Specifically, in terms of tribal groups. Pandey points out that Panchjanw, the 

journal of the Rashtriya Svayam Sevak Sangh (RSS, a nationalist. voluntary Hindu 

organization), made an attempt to sepante the terms wnvasi and adivasi. rldivnsi 

inplies 'original inhabitant'. J'wrui uii ilie uilwr ilaiid. impiic3 ari iniiübilrin~ or  h e  

forest. Hincizrtva proponents believè that the upper castes are descrndçd from Aryans 

(Pandey. 1993: 258).  The rem ndiwsi is avoided. as i t  would imply that tribes. nther 

than the so-called -ans. are the original inhabitants of India. Using the terni ianr~asi 

instead of adivasi is a dçlibrrate move by the RSS journal to designate the tribals as 

uncivilized people who still nerd to be brought into the fold of Hinduism. The tcrm 

imvasi  also has historical implications. connoting uncivilizrd. even barbaric proplrs. 

This negative association. for people of the forest. is found in precolonial and British 

literature. and although conceptions have been changing over the centuries. the negative 

connotation associated with tribal ( forest) populations has remained nther constant. 

Sumit Guha points out that even the term arlivasi is problematic. as it implies 

some form of genetic continuity, whereas the history of Indian groups is marked with 

much intermixing. Still, the term adivasi represents the reality more closely. The closest 

English equivalent would be 'aborigine'. However, the term tnbe has been used in 

literature, implying the political organization of a community (Guha. 1998: 430). But 

the term tribe also has connections with its anthropological past, which makes it 

' foreign' . 



Despite their 'foreignness' these trrms are part of the political framework today. 

The politics of representing indigenous peoples is markrd by nvo processes: the first is 

the construction of categories by the state. and the second is the usage of these catrgories 

by indigenous people themselves in their approaches to the state (see Rodrigues and 

Garne, 1998: 2710). Ln othrr words. tribal communities have used the categories 

eiifirczd on hm. uriginaliy by ille cùluiiial siaie mi hier bj  &k pusiculuiiial diîle. LU 

press for change. 

Distinctions between caste and tribe were prrpetuatrd. during colonial rule, in 

order to create and consolidate distinctions between two supposrdly distinct racial 

groups. These sepante categories have been used by nationalists. and latrr lziniiwvn 

proponents. to fuel the rise of a 'Hindu' nationalism and to constnict a 'Hindu' cultural 

idrntity. Colonial officiais and writen perpetuated a notion of Hindus as emasculated 

and weak. and Indian nationalists respondrd with a return to some notion of a glorious 

Hindu past. in order to assert the naturalness of their strength and vigour. stecped in a 

(concocted) religion. Historiogmphy of the colonial penod is consequently submrrged in 

a dialogue between Indian (Hindu) and British elernrnts and categories. Indian 

nationalism, as it was strongly influenced by Gandhi's version of Hinduism. is difficult to 

understand without an examination of Hinduism itself. 

This thesis examines two modes of historiography that have sought, in different 

ways, to examine and analyze the colonial imposition. and to understand the nature and 

effects of the emergence of the hdian nation. Within these modes of historiography, the 

subaltern populations have been dealt with in different ways. 



in the first chapter I examine materialist nationalist histories, which have provided 

an important perspective on the colonial period. These histories have concentrated on the 

inimical effects of the changing forces of production which tnnsformed Indian society. 

However, matenalist histonans sharr with nationalist historians a set of positive 

assumptions about the nationalist movement. which rests on a notion of hegemony. In 

other ivsrds, ihcsc Iiiaùriograpliiej. analÿze the freedoiii siniggk a ~ucççssfui counrrr 

hegemonic project which ousted colonial mle in India. In these accounts, subaltem 

groups such as the peasants. lower castes and tnbes. are incorpontêd into the nationalist 

hegemony under Gandhi's leadership of the Congress Party. Where materialist and 

nationalist histories diverge is on the point of secularism. Bipan Chandra (the mattrialist 

nationalist histonan examined in the chapter), contends that while the nationalist 

rnovement was guided by certain ostensibly 'Hindu' principlrs. it was still secular in its 

approach. Nationalist histories. on the other hand. do not address the question of 

secularism. and they pnmanly focus on the work of nationalist - mainly Hindu - freedom 

fi~hters. - They rmphasize the idea that the basis of Gandhian nationalist hegcmony. was 

the notion of to1erance towards the minorities. 

The Subaltem Studies collective3 has studied the history of the 'subaltern' groups 

in India, in order to show that neither the colonial state, nor the elite Indian bourgeoisie 

(which initiated the nationalist movement), was able to achieve an hegemony. Their 

work, especially that of Panha Chatterjee and Ranajit Guha is the focus of chapter hvo. 

Working within the Gramscian fmework of hegemony, Chatte jee  examines the 

distinctions between civil and political society and community and capital and concludes 

that these distinctions are not adequate to understand the nature of nationalism in india. 



He articulates a further distinction. namely, the unique dichotomy of an imer and an 

outer domain of nationalism. The importance of the imr r  domain or community is 

highlighted. using the Gandhian notion of community. through which Chatte jee seeks to 

explain the successful mass mobilization that allowed India to gain her freedom from 

colonial mle. 

G u h  üiso invoites Gramsci, in empnasizing Che momrnr of persuasion rather than 

coercion which. for him. defines hegemony. Gramsci's rejcction of 'econornistic' 

interpretations of Marx which viewed alliances benveen different class groups. or what 

Gramsci termed the historic bloc, as instances of 'false consciousness'. are echoed in 

Guha's work. While Guha emphasizes the disjunctures betwen British and Indian. and 

brtween an Indian dite and the masses. he also highlights Gandhi's role in the 

achievement of a partial hegemony. through the latter's class conciliation approach. 

While the Subaltem witers explore the biases of nationalist (and colonialist) 

historiography. and outline the possibility for a nuanced colonial history. their 

deployrnent of Gramsci could be taken Funher to reveal a more layersd history. Two 

themes emerge from Gramsci's concept of hegemony which. 1 believr. are vital to the 

undentanding of subaltem history in India. The first is the importance of considering the 

materiality in Gramsci's concept of ideology (Mouffe, 1979: 199). While ideology fuels 

hegemony, the materiality of social existence cannot be artificially sepanted fiom it. A 

related point is the necessity of viewing the formation of the histone blocs in a dialectical 

sense. as this method reveals the materiality embedded within the ideology. Any historic 

bloc or alliance that may be formed has the potential to become coercive through an 

appropriation of folk traditions that are nomatly associated with the subaltem classes. It 



is this appropriation which points to the coercive, rather than the consensual aspects (no 

matter how well concealed the former may remain), of hegemony. To reveal the 

potentially coercive moments of hegemony. then, involves the analysis of the material 

basis of ideology. This can allow for an intrrpretation of an embedded subaltem counter- 

hegemony. 

The third chapter examines this possibility through one o t  David Hardiman's 

ethnographies. This study looks at the tribal groups of Gujant in India. and their 

assertions against not only brahmanical privilege. but also against others who exened 

economic pressure on them. This work brings out the potrntial of a critical. matenal 

perspective on Hinduisd brahnianism and caste during the colonial period. 

Understanding the potential critiques embedded within this 'Hindu' consciousnrss is 

pertinent. especially in the postcolonial political context in India. where they could 

provide a counter-discourse to the 'Hindu' approach to history. 



CHAPTER 2 - MATERIALIST NATIONALIST HISTORIES AND HINDU 

IDENTITY 

This chapter examines the materialist nationalist approach to Indian colonial 

history in order to show how it is embroiled in the construction of a cultural 'Hindu' 

identity. Nationalist histories have bern concemed with highlighting the role of Hindu 

nationalists during the independence movemrnt. As such. they have focused on the 

cultural aspects of Indian life. rmphasizing religion as a method of idrntity formation. 

Materialist histories analyze the Indian Independence struggle within the framework of 

the long-tem rconomic exploitation of India through imperialism. Thry have also 

studied the development of classes (in the Marxist sense) as they arose with imperialism. 

and the rise of religious sectarianism. (known in Indiû as communalism). from 1757 to 

1917. Where materialist history takes on a nationalist stance. is in its analysis of 

Gandhi's contribution in tnnsforming the national movrment into a mass movement. 

This history. however, does not account for the reasons why social relations were 

sustained in specific ways. Class and caste were categories enttenched by colonial nile. 

While these imposed categories did not adequately represent the realiry of Indian life 

both the British and Indians, nonetheless. used them for diverse political ends. Bipan 

Chandra's materialist history reveals the changing economic circumstances which altered 

social relations in hdia. Yet. his materialist approach does not fully deal with the 

material dimension, by which 1 mean the changing mode of production which 

incorporates an understanding of not only economic, but also socid processes. that 

helped entrench the newly emerging social relations. Also, Chandra's emphasis on 

Gandhi's contribution in bringing the masses into the nationalist movemcnt leads him to 



treat the implicit Hindu factor" that guided Gandhi, as unproblematic. Those who do not 

significantly problematize this. take for granted that 'Hinduisrn' exists as a philosophy or 

religion and, this results in the emergence of a notion of 'Hindu secularism'.' 

Hinduism is difficult to defuie, and. specifically, in t e m s  of its political 

deployments, during the colonial period, which led to phenornena such as cornmunalism. 

B y not pro blernatizing the varied. diverse and syncretic set of ideas captured in this 

religion, Chandra ignores the fact that Hinduism was never an 'absolute' and. that despite 

its mass appeal, Gandhi's nationalism was a Hindu nationalism that did not speak for. or 

represent. the cntire nation. 

Materialist Nationalist Histories 

A Matetialist Chrono1o.v of CoIonial Rule 

Cliandn rxplains that colonial mlr in India brgan in the righteenth century whrn 

the English East India Company (EIC) endeavoured to securè a monopoly in trade with 

India and the East. so that it could buy products as cheaply as possible. and sel1 thrm with 

maximum profit in Bntain. The Battle of Plassey. in 1757. marked a significant victory 

for the East India Company. Having defeated the Nawab (ruler) of Bengal (in East India) 

(Chandra, 1972: 3), the EIC attempted to bring the whole of India under its control. In 

order to achieve this mainly mercantilist function, the Company had to keep out other 

European competitors who posed a risk to its trade monopoly in Asia. The Company 

ensured the elimination of competitors h m  within Britain, but could not use the British 

government to keep out other European ccmpanies. Thus, powerful blocs were set up to 

maintain trading privileges, and waging barties became part of this procedure. Inevitably, 



this involved large amounts of money which neither the EIC nor the Bntish governrnent 

could provide. Thus in order to maintain its position. the Company began levying taxes 

on rulers in india (Chandra 1973: 4). Dunng this period. few structural changes were 

made in india. The main aim behind trade monopoly was the efficient collection of 

revenue ( Chandra, 1973: 5). 

The second phase of colonial mle in lndia coincided with the rapid growth of 

industrial capital in Britain. With the decline of mercantilist trading corporations the EIC 

represented 'the dying social force'. The EIC's territorial power over India. thus. 

produced a struggle in Bri tain. As Chandn notes. "B y 1 8 13 [the EIC] was left wiih a 

mere shadow of economic and polirical powcr in India: the real power was now wielded 

by the British Govemment in the interests of the British capitalist class as a whole" 

( 1972: 6). 

The British govcrnrnent hcncc forth represented dominant industrial capitalist 

interests. The EIC was only a trading corporation. and its monopoly on Indian exports 

did not have any panicular bcnefit for the British capitalist interest. British industnalists 

needed a market for their goods. as wrll as raw materials and chrap labour for the 

production of these goods. India could provide al1 thcse factors necessary for capitalist 

expansion. However, in retum for British 'investment'. India had to pay V ~ ~ O U S  

dividends and fees. For these, she needed to obtain revenue from exponing goods but 

these goods could not undermine the sale of British products. By then. the cottage and 

handicraft indusuies had been al1 but destroyed by the exploitative policies of the EIC. 

and india was reduced to exporting certain non-manufactured goods and raw materials 

(Chandra, 1 972: 7-8). 



During this second stage of colonial rule, various changes were made which 

provoked severe consrquences for india's infrastructure. Free trade was introduced to 

benefit British manufactures. and forcibly open India for their expansion. India's legril 

structure was changed to accommodate the emerging capitalist relations. And, to make 

hdia accessible and conducive to British administration, an rlaborate system of railways 

was built. roads improved, and a modem postal system introduced (Chandn. 1972: 9). 

The emergence of this new phase did not signify the end of the old forms of 

exploitation. ColoniaIism. to flourish, still needrd revenue from India to pay English 

civil servants (Chandra. 1 972: 1 0). Therefore, perpetuating and altering traditional 

feudal relations to suit their nreds. the British rxtractrd exorbitant taxes from prasant 

cultivators (Chandra, 1972: 17). 

The third stage of colonial rule was that of undisguised irnperialism. Beginning in 

the 1860s. other countries in Europe and Nonh America experienccd their own industrial 

revolution, chailenging Britain's manufacturing supremacy. Many European powers 

were lookinç for markets in Asia. Africa and Latin America and cornpetition for them 

was increasing. Colonizing countries in al1 these continents was beneficial for several 

reasons. Fini. the vast surpluses that were accumulating could be invested in these 

countries. Second, as the labour was cheap, profits were high, and there would be a 

constant supply of raw materials (Chandra, 1972: 12). Further, the rise of democratic 

ideals - such as liberty and equality - challenged the rights of the upper classes in Europe. 

Their hegemony was no longer sustainable without accommodating other working groups 

in society. European powen needed to find other areas where exploitation could be 

justified. For a t h e ,  therefore, rhis exploitation was legitimized under the banner of 



capitalist growth and expansion in the countries of Afica, Asia and Latin Arnerica 

(Chancira, 1972: 12- 13). In India. this third stage was characterized by intensive capital 

investment necessary for Britain to compete with other industrializing nations in Europe. 

in Chandn's words. "[tlhe Indian army ivas the chief instrument for the expansion and 

consolidation of British power in Africa and Asia" ( 1972: 14). 

Raher han becorning an inciependenr industriaiized economy, inciia -deveiopeci' 

in an unrven way; it became a dependent undrrdeveloped economy. Even though 

industrial changes were introduced in India, the benefits of Indian labour wrre largely 

siphoned off for the British. In Chandn's words. ". . . India undenvent a commercial 

transformation and not an industrial revolution" ( 1972: 23). 

While colonial rule is commonty associated with the ihree difirent stages of 

mercantilism. industrial capitalism and imperialism. rlements of continuity werr presrnt 

t h r ~ u ~ h o u t . ~  Even though many changes were taking place, some aspects of Indiûn 

society were consolidated, with slight transformations. and deployed for different 

political purposes by indians and British alike. One new element was the rise of classes 

in India. But while classes emergcd, they did so by prrpetuating the inrqualitirs already 

present or nascent between groups. 

The introduction of British styled rducation facilitated the coincidence of upper 

caste with upper class or elite status.' The lower castes, who could not access the 

educational and industrial 'progress' of colonial mle in India. fell into the disadvantage of 

the lower classes or masses. When the British first established their rule over India, 

members of the elite nurtured the hope that domination by the British would lead India 

towards independent industrialization. During the later phases of colonial rule, these 



classes and castes became painfully aware of colonial exploitation, and began agitating 

against colonial rule. Once the Indian dite realized that the British were in india solely 

for their own purposes. and that the British presence was severely damaging to their 

society, nationalist sentiments of a more militant variety began to take root (Chandra, 

1972: 35-36). 

The eüriy frreduiii figiiirrs. ur moderaies. as inry wrrc known (Chancira. i971: 

69) attempted to work towards self-govenunent with the Bntish Raj. Mainly from the 

upper strata of society. they were successful in crrating a climate of criticism against 

colonial rule. but were unable to bnng about any rtal tnnsfer of powrr. This 'failure' 

helped galvanize a group of more radical leaders known as the extremist nationalists. 

The 'rxtremists' (so labeled for their more militant appmachçs, Chandn. 1993: 15). 

realized that the national movemrnt. if it were to succeed. needed the support of the 

masses. Thus efforts were made at mobilizing students. the lower middle classes and 

some sections of the pcasantry and workers (Chandra. 1973: 80-82). 

There is historical çvidence in India that lends validity to these materialist 

historical claims of the rise of classes. However, it is the interpretation of the 

consequrnces of the rise of thesr new social relations for different groups that sepantrs 

the varied histories. Chandra's materialist nationalist history has not accounted. in a 

signifiant way, for the Indian idioms that accompanied the formation of classes. Indeed. 

new classes of workers and the bourgeoisie arose in colonial India. but they emerged with 

the baggage of old hierarchies. Classes were not only formed by imperial economic 

factors, but also by the Hindu hierarchy of caste. Meanwhile, caste itself underwent 

change, as it was juxtaposed with religious identity, namely Hindu and Muslim. to 



sepante Indians through the British stratew of divide and conquer. This political 

division along religious lines has corne to be known as comrnunalism. These facton of 

religion, caste and class intrmingled to form the myriad identities, with which Indians 

mobilized thernselves, in their attempt to ovenhrow colonial rule. 

Cornmunaiism 

One of the most potent problems to a i s e  from colonial mir. and one that ushered 

in a bloody Independence for tndia. was that of comrnunalism - India's version of 

religious sectarianism. Chandra explains the rise of comrnunalism with referencc to 

V ~ ~ O U S  facton. Comrnunalism, he argues, was the result of the British perpetuation of 

differences amongst the Hindu and Muslim communitirs. It rmerged because of the 

scarcity of work. which manifestrd itself more sharply with bluslims than t indus.' This 

econornic disparity, created largely by the British. led to conflict between Hindus and 

Muslims as each blamed the other for problems that rnsued from colonialism. Nepotism 

becamr the safety net for both communities, with alliances based on religious and 

familial affiliations ensuring a place in the job market. (Chandra. 1984: 34-54). 

Chandra explains the difference between Muslim and Hindu groups in the 

following way. During the pre-British penod. in nonhem India, a number of upper class 

Muslims were feudal landowners, while Hindus occupied lower levels of administration. 

Imperia1 rule, as it becarne entrenched, exciuded indians from higher govemmrnt posts. 

but allowed them into the lower rungs of civil administration. Lower and middle class 

Hindus used their education, acquired under colonial rule, to ensure job protection. The 

hold that Hindus had on middle-level jobs expanded with their entry into banking, trade 



and money-lending. In contnst, the Muslim intelligentsia was weeded out of the higher 

positions of civil administration. As a result of this, and vanous British policirs 

disadvantaging the Muslims, divisions dong religious lines were perpeniated (Chandra. 

For Chandra, communalism was not. as it has bern concepnialized in imperial 

(coioniai, histories, an inherent or inevitabie aspect of Indian socirty. but nthrr  the 

culmination of a complex set of forces ( 1 984: vii-viii). Chandra rxplains that as a result 

of the contradiction between imperial and nationalist interests in India. new identities 

required formation, so as to resist colonial domination. These new identities evolvèd in 

the context of the communal representation introduced by the British. as religion was 

used to perpetuate conflict between goups. 

Thus Chandn labels the subsequent communal practices as an instance of "false 

conscioiisness" ( 1984: 19) because comrnunalists played upon differencrs between 

Muslim and Hindu interests. and not differencrs betwcrn national and imperial interests. 

which was the real problrm for India. All Indians were exploitcd at the hands of the 

British (Chandra, 1984: 38-39). In Chandra's words: 

Communalism was the false consciousness of the historical process of the 
Iast 150 years because objectively. no real conflict between the interests of 
the Hindus and Muslims existed. Of course, religion as a social diversity 
or differentiation existed in real life; but making this diversity the basis of 
political organization, mobilization, and action or seeing it as the main 
innrr contradiction in social, economic and political life was certainly an 
aspect of false consciousness ( 1984: 22-23). 

While there is justice in this formulation, to the vanous indian and Bt-itish 

elements at play, what Chandra does not analyze suficiently are the different and 

complex factors that sustained this 'false consciousness'. Further, even though Chandra 



begins to engage in the analysis of nuances of social groups, hr does not pay heed to the 

very conscnictedness of these groups in the first place. The British idiom of religious 

separation collabonted with the Indian factor of 'Hinduism' to fom identities based 

upon caste and class. However. Chandra implicitly accepts the 'Hindu factor', terming it 

a mere 'weakness' in Indian nationalism. rather than a problematic to be analyzed ( 1993: 

- 4  **. - Iiis approaçh to the use of Hincïu symbois - as simpiy an unfortunate poiitical 

deployment in the nationalist struggle - allows for a notion of Hindu secularisrn. But 

communaIism is not simply an instance of false consciousness. as indians sustained 

categoties created by the British. because of their need to initiate change. Chandra dors 

point out that these categories 'Hindu' and 'Muslim' did not have the same basis in social 

reality prior to British rule. However. it is the reasons for their continued use that should 

become the crucial point for analysis. and this Chandn bypasses. 

Thus. while Chandn hints at the complexity of groups in colonial India. his 

analysis is ultimately steeped in notions of a successful and unified nationalism which 

cannot permit any ideas of divergence or dissent arising from a combination of 

precolonial and colonial history. The fact that the identity - Hindu - is. itself. a vaned 

and concocted mix of idioms, remains unexamined. Thus, Chandn's approach to the 

analysis of different groups in the nationalist struggle is biased by his understanding of 

' Hindu secularisrn' . 

Whose Historv, Whose Struggle? 

Chandra cornmends the role of the intelligentsia as having "initiated the national 

movement, [and] also @~aving] led it in al1 its phases till 1947" ( L 993: 14). His emphasis 



on the invaluable role of the intelligentsia within the freedorn movement leads him to 

lament the jack of credit given to the former. His concem is that the role of the 

intelligentsia is confused in some histories with that of the Indian middle class, which 

was occupied with its own capitalist interests. and noi with the anti-imperialist struggle 

(1993: 14). 

Aççording co Chiindra, chis indian uourgmisie was initiaiiy concemed with 

simply safeguarding its position in the rarly phases of the freedorn movement. but from 

the early twentieth century, the "capitalist class rntered a period of lon,- u tenn 

contradiction with colonialism as the colonial structure and economic poiicies 

increasingly hampered its growth" (Chandn. 1993: 14). From then the Indian 

bourgeoisie supponed the independence movrment, led by the Congress Party. 

The Indian National C o n p s s  (Congress Party) was faced with the difticult task 

of accornrnodating several di fferent groups and the i r interests. Chandn believes that the 

Congress met this challenge successfully, and he attributes this to hvo factors. First. the 

democratic and dynamic nature of the Congress Party made it flexible enough to allow 

for dissent. Second, precisely because the Party received its support from the masses, 

there was a certain cohesion and mutual respect for al1 (Chandra, 1993: 15). At the tum 

of the century, the success of the Congress was with the upper castes and classes. 

However, after the 1 E O s ,  under Gandhi's leadership, this changed. Gandhi rnobilized 

the masses in india with his methods of appropnating and combining traditions from all 

segments of the population. Hindu idioms were employed by Gandhi in such a way that 

they would appeal to a large nurnber of people - or the 'masses'. 



Chandra is aware of the role of these 'masses' or other groups in Indian society. 

such as the peasantry, tribals, and 'other backward classes' ( 1 972: 28). Indeed. he 

argues that some of the most powerful critics of imperial rule came fkom among the 

'lower classes'. 

Women and tribal people [. . .] rose in defence of their nghts. In order to 
mobilize al1 the people in the struggle against irnperialisrn, the national 
movemenr became commined to the goals oiaboiishing ail distinctions 
and disparities based on caste, sex or religion. Moreover, common 
participation in demonsuations. public meetings, popular movements. 
trade unions and Aison snbhas [peasant-farmer unions] weakened notions 
of caste and male supwiority ( 1972: 28). 

It has bçen presumed by Chandra. amongst others that. through Gandhi's 

Ieadership, the 'lower' sections of society were fully incorporated into the national 

rnovement. While the cornmitment to equality was cenainly part of the nationalist 

rhetonc, the reality of the situation was never quite so unproblematic nor the movemrnt 

so unified. In fact. women and the 'lower classes' did rise in rebrllion, but Chandn does 

not analyze, in detail, the nuancrd messages of their protests. Many tribal and peasant 

assertions wrre incorporated into the wider nationalist movement, but their fight against 

repressive lndian landlords was lost in the bigger picture of colonial exploitation. This 

incorporation was essentially a hegemonic appropriation made possible within Gandhi's 

version of 'Hinduism', a version which was expected to be embraced as much by 'other' 

groups as by the Hindus. However, this hegemonic appropriation was incomplete. 

Chandra partially accounts for this when he States that histoncal records for 

peasant (and tribal) resistance are difficult to research, as they are listed in officia1 

documents as instances of "Iawlessness and dacoity" (1972: 47). At one point, he even 

acknowledges that, ''[iln practice the ignorant and illiterate masses of India showed a 



better appreciation of the menace of colonialism than the newly educated or upper-class 

Indians" (1972: 50-5 1 ). But Chandn does not analyze subaliem resistance in its context 

of a protest against Hindu practices, that is, brahmanic dominance, because, for him, the 

'real' protest is that which was anti-impenal. "At the same timr." hr argues. "their 

[subaltern] struggles were foredoomed to failure. ..[t]hey did not possess a new ideology, 

or a ncw social. csondmii, dnd pdiitical prdgranmc B a a l  ùii di, aiidysis of the riw 

social forces generated by colonialism" ( 1972: 50-5 1 ). 

Also. as Chandn is mainly concerned with the more 'organized' resistance of the 

nationalist dite. hr understands subaltern resistance only as "[slcattered [.] sporadic and 

disunited upnsings [which], however numerous. could not defeai modem imperialism" 

( 1972: 50-5 1). As he sees it, initially, the peasantry was given to more spontanrous and 

disorganized rebellion. but with the emergencr of kisun suhhas or peasant-farmer unions. 

these revolts were subsumed within the nationalist strugglc. and given a more potrnt edgr 

( 1972: 5 1). But. one could argue. that it was precisely this hezemonic incorporation into 

the widrr nationalist movement which 'softened' the anti-Hindu (anti-brahma~iîc) protest 

that emanated from peasant (and other lower caste and class) movcments. 

Sociologist AR Desai provides an even bleaker version of the role of the 

peasantry. According to him, as the peasant owned land, 'he' was given to conservatism. 

"Isolated from town culture and dynamic processes of modem life. the kisan. mentally 

natured [sic] in the culturally poor countryside. is relatively inert, mentally du11 and 

ignorant" (Desai, 1984: 195). The peasants' work leaves him dependent upon the forces 

of nature and, therefore, results in the peasant's e'rtreme superstition. The peasant most 

often accepts his fate, rather than nse in revolt against injustice. "Due to these organic 



weaknesses, economic, social and psychological, such as dispersion on a vast area, 

heterogeneous social composition, conservatism and others. the peasantry does not play 

an independent political role in the history of social struggles" ( 1954: 195). Funher. the 

peasant (kisan) was more individualistic in 'his' work. than was the factory workrr. As a 

result. group-based peasant politics emerged much later than the trade unions of factory 

worhzrs ( 1984: 194- 195). 

While Chandra accounts for the role of the peasantry in the nationalist movement, 

if only in terms of the latter's entry into mainstream Congress nationalism, Desai 

providrs little space for the peasant presence within the nationalist struggle. His 

approach is based on the idea that the peasantry should be viewed as a heterogeneous 

mass needing the guidance of political leadership in nurniring the development of a 

revolutionary potrntial.u 

Even though Chandn provides a more inclusive approach to the role of the 

peasanny, his interpretations are still mired in notions of a unified nationalism. That the 

resistance of the peasanuy and other groups, which did not participate in the bourgeois- 

led nationalism, could have possibly entailed a critique against imperialism, or cvcn 

interna1 Hindu 'culture', is not entertained. 

While many social movements are led by elite groups, to be succrssfùl, the 

alliances they seek to create must be representative of a diverse set of interests. 

However, the attempted Congress hegemony only incorporated the 'creamy layer' of 

lower classes and castes, and did not significantly change the material inequality of these 

groups. 



Chandn explains that the development of a strong socialist or Marxist wave 

within the national movement did not take place because the national movement was 

dominated by bourgeois interests. 

Mi le  the independent character of the Indian capitalist class strengthenrd 
the cornmitment of the national movement to the goal of political 
independencs, it made the task of weakening or overthrowing the 
bourgeois ideological hegemony over the movement more cornplex and 
rherefore difficul~ i i 993: 40 j. 

This is an irnponant insight in Chandra's work. The hegemony that a bourgeois 

group exercises is supponed by its control over the processes of production. However. 

the idea of a unified struggle is so central to Chandra's argument that he docs not 

problematize the matenal control that the bourgeoisie maintained. Othrr scholars. as we 

see in the next chapter. have challenged the very notion of an ideological hrgemony. 

Chandn's nationalist bias bccomes more evident when exarnining the parallrls 

between his work and the work of nationalist historians Bhagwan Josh and Shashi Joshi. 

In a three-volume study. they use the communist or lrft of centre groups as their point of 

departure, and demonstrate the lack of success that they had in mobilizing Indians against 

imperialisrn. They argue that the communist groups did not undentand that the struggle 

against imperialism had to be fought within the domain of nationalism. and not on the 

basis of class interests. They see Gandhi's role in bringing the masses within the fold of 

nationalism, through his class compromise approach, a successful venture (Josh & Joshi. 

1992, 1994). Their nationalist histonography demonsrrates a nuanced understanding of 

the importance of studying histories from 'above' and 'below', but like Chandra, they do 

not consider Gandhi's Hindu basis of nationalism problematic. 



Gandhi and Secular Hinduisrn 

Gandhi has been acknowledged in many histories as primarily responsible for 

bringing the 'masses' of India into the mainstream of nationalism. For Chandra, Gandhi 

was successful, as he was able to gauge the 'people's mood' ( 1993: 82). Gandhi saw the 

need to encourage the masses to fight for tieedorn, and understood his position as that of 

mediaior. in Ciiaiidrü's words, "Gandiiiji reaiized thai a m s s  movrmenr haci to or  asr rd 

on the active participation of the people-it could not be sustained only by the highly 

motivated cadre of the movrment. It was only with 'the might of the dumb millions' that 

the British rulen could be challrnged" ( 1  993: 82). 

Chandn contends that much of Gandhi's thought and ideology has been unfairly 

critiqued ( 1993: 761, and seeks to resolve somr of the apparent contradictions in 

Gandhian thought. Funher. he argues that Gandhi was an ever-çvolving individual. 

whose views constantly changed and grew and he providrs some examples. One 

contentious debate that emerged durhg the nationalist struggle was the idea of 

drvelopment dong modem industrial lines. Gandhi opposed the use of machinrry. as he 

belirved it would replace human labour (Gandhi, 1 922: 56-89). For Gandhi. large-scale 

industry was unnecrssary in villages where essentials could be 'produced cvithout 

dificulty' (Chandra, 1993: 78). However, Gandhi was not opposed to large-scale 

industry in general. This was far-sighted in many ways, as the emphasis on technological 

advancement was ruining indigenous and cottage industries, and displacing the balance 

betwcen agriculture and industry. Artisans were pushed onto the land and this placrd an 

unnecessary burden on agriculture. It was in light of these changes that Gandhi proposed 

his ideas of state ownership (Chandra, 1993: 73-85). 



Another exarnple is provided in Gandhi's mixing of religion and politics. 

Initially, Gandhi believed in the use of religion in politics, as a form of mordity. 

However, when he realized that religion was being used instrumentally to perpetuate 

communal (sectarian) sentiments, he propounded his idea of the separation of religion 

from po!itics (Chandra, 1993: 77). To elabonte. Chandra states that Gandhi's original 

into politics. However, when Gandhi realized the destructive cffect of this mixture. in 

t r m s  of emerging communalism he soon renounced this position ( 1993 : 18). 

Also, with the communal appropriation of religion, Chandn daims that Gandhi 

came, in later years. to bclicve in the complete overthrow of the caste system ( 1993: 18). 

While "he rehsed to condemn the varna system. [in the early 1920~1 opposing primarily 

untouchability and caste oppression." by the 1940s. Chandra argues. hr was "for the total 

abolition of the caste system.. ." ( 1993: 18). 

It is not easy to trace the validity of Chandn's claim for he provides no 

references. More importantly. as discussed earlirr. Hinduism is. in many ways. a 

justification of the ideology of the caste system. To renounce caste would also imply 

abandonment of Hinduism. Thus the logical extension of this argument would mean that 

Gandhi came to eschew Hinduism altogether. There seem to be no indications of such an 

absolute 'renunciation' of religion by Gandhi anywhere! Chandra's implicit argument 

that Gandhi came to espouse a 'secular Hinduism' is captured well in the following 

passage: 

Gandhi's use of religious terms and symbols made its own contribution [in 
this respect]. Gandhi's politics were of course fully secular and his basic 
appeal to the people was made on economic, political and moral grounds, 
and never on religious groundr. He reall y catered to the new secular 



national consciousness. Still, his political thought was couched in the 
language of religiosity. He often employed Hindu ternis and symbols, 
even though their use by him was seldom offensive to the foltowers of 
other religions. The best example of his use of a religious symbol was his 
interpretation of independence as Ram Raiin. He also used cow 
protection and many other Hindu religious ideas, though. once again, his 
ideas on cow protection were very different fiom other contemporary 
aggressive, communal versions. So too his definitions of non-violence 
and mith were steeped in Hindu religious traditions. His notions of 
'spiritualizing politics' and 'imer voice' also tended to create a religious 
aura around poiitics ( 1984: 146). 

It is this notion of secularism, despite the use of Hindu symbols, that prrmits 

Chadra's implicit daim for a Hindu secularism which was incorponted into the Congress 

Party's ideology. Chandra dors not see this as problcmatic. nor does he discuss Gandhi's 

notion of rom rabn as a patriarchal cornrnunity which was to be govrmed by an ideaiizrd 

r'ctrcna systern. 

While the argument is riddled with contradictions. the notion of a Hindu 

secularisrn was not only privileged during colonial times but continues to be assened 

today by proponents of hindtrtva. Hinduism has been, in its history. a practice of 

politically subsurning al1 diverse rlements within its fold. The fact ihat Hindu syrnbols 

have been used instrumentally, can lead to an understanding of Hinduism as an amalgam 

of varied elements. But this lack of homogeneity provides potential to understand the 

artificially constmcted homogeneity by elite groups through the Congress Party. These 

groups appropriated varied traditions into a seemingly homogenous fold io create an aura 

Chandra hints at the lack of hegemony, as well as the diversity of social groups 

such as the vanous castes, classes and religions. However, instead of analyzing the 

nature of these classes as they developed, or the contradictions between traditional 



hienrchies of caste and newly imposed hierarchies of class, he resorts to the term 

'masses' without expiaining who constituted these masses. or their interna1 differences. 

This task is accomplished within the context of an understanding of Gandhi's 

contribution to broadening the base of nationalism. Here ihere is little critique of 

Gandhi's class compromise approach or philosophical Hindu underpinnings. Gandhi's 

übiiity to bnng rogrlner people fiom different groups, within a system of varna 

(undrrlying his notion of community) is subsumed, in Chandn's account of the 

development of a successtL1 nationalism. 

At the same time, Chandra accounts for what he labels the 'Hindu tinge' in the 

nationalist movement 1984: 14 1). This aeknow ledgement is important, because it could 

open a site for examining alternative histones. However, Chandra ultimately daims that. 

" W h  al1 its wcaknesses Congress secularism was genuine and not Hindu communalism 

or Hindu 'nationalism' in disguise" ( 1984: 157). Furthrr. he argues that this 'genuinr 

secularism' "was amply proved Iater when, afier 1947. under Congress leadership. India 

adopted a fully secuiar Constitution and set out to build a socirty and polity which was on 

the whole secular, despite serious shortcomings" ( 1984: 157). 

To recapinilate, Chandra grounds his analysis of colonialism in a materialist 

understanding, praising the work of Gandhi for bringing most of India into the nationalist 

fold. What Chandra Ieaves aside - albeit in a new fashion - is the debate around 

Hinduism, what it implies. and its problematic usage in politics by Gandhi. 



Nationalist Historians and Hindu Iderititv 

The ways in which history is interpreted are cmcially interconnected to the ways 

in which the political construction of identities is enabled. The history of the national 

period in India is important for its attempt to create a Hindu identity. While secularism 

and democracy were the stated ideals for Independent India (through the efforts of the 

Congess Party). they were. nevertheless, implemented with an implicit acceptance of the 

Hindu factor, thus, a secular Hinduism. Chandra's treatmcnt of the emergencr of classes, 

the growth of communalisrn, and the participation of the 'masses', al1 point towards his 

general sympathy for the Gandhian project of a Hindu identity. 

His materialist-nationalist history lies close to the work of nationalist historians. 

Nationalist historiaris. however, largely ignore the material dimensions of inequality 

present in the idea of a 'Hindu secularism'. [t is important. therefore. to provide a bnef 

account of the nationalist histories from which Chandra drparts but to which. in crucial 

ways. he is also indebted. 

Nationalist histones have bcen incorporated - in however distortrd a fashion - 

into the hindutva political ideology. For the hindima of post-colonial India, modemity is 

to be attacked, because it preaches the separation of religion fiom state. At the same 

time, hindurva politics uses the notion of secularism, as an aspect of modemity. to 

legitimize its position. The emphasis, then, is not so much on the actual religion 

(Hinduisrn) but on the political message of agressive nationalism, through the use of 

Hindu syrnbols. Tradition and the past are separated from modernity and. therefore. 

Hindutva proponents look to the past as something untouched by modemity. 



While Chandra 's materialist nationalist history does not emphasize the 

ideological continuities of Hindu hierarchy, nationalist histories do precisely this, but 

with the aim of justifying continuing oppressions. These interpretations of history have 

also enabled much of the presrnt Hindima strand of politics to go largely unquestioned. 

Nationalist histones trace continuity from precolonial to colonial to postcolonial timcs. 

imposing presrnt ideoiogicai assumptions upon the past in order ro serve sectanan 

interests. in this process. they pnvilege the role of Hindu nationalists during the colonial 

period. 

The early nationalists tended to be 'moderate' in their methods of reforrn. seeing 

the colonial presrnce as potentiaily beneficial for India. However. as colonial rulr 

continued. with ifs economic exploitation. some groups of nationalists became more 

'militant'. These nationalists. known as 'extrernists'. were concerncd with ensuring the 

autonomy of the lndian private domain. As the political sphere had already been crcated 

by the colonial regime. the extremists played up diffrrences. between the Bt-itish and 

Indians within the 'civil sphere': this took place wiihin a religious framework. Thus. in 

many ways, for the extremists, religion became synonyrnous with the creation of 

nationalistic sentiments. This involved the manipulation of various pieces of histoncal 

evidence to legitimate the core place of religion in Indian life. 

Nationalist histories have been concerned with highlighting the role of these so- 

called extremists during the colonial period. Using the example of Bankimchandra, 

commonly placed in the camp of radical and extreme nationalists. the nationalist 

historian, h a l e s  Tripaihi, daims he debunked ideas of universality and emphasized the 

unique character of each historical period (1  967: 2). Also, Bankimchandra was able to 



undentand the importance of the relation between the spinnial and the material, and the 

need to study cornmunitirs rather than (primarily) the exploits of individuals. Whilr 

Bankimchandra did not glorify the Hindu past. according to Tripathi, he still gave 

religion and god a core place in his philosophy. Religion was for him. the ultimatr mover 

and mediator of mankind: it was what made humanity possible. Bankimchandra was 

aiso. above aii, a iinguistic patnot, assigning great importance to the Bengaii language 

and community (Tripathi, 1967: 3-4). 

Tripathi recognizes the effects of historical interpretations of leaders such as 

Bankimchandn. yet he does not link the work of the 'extremists' to the politics of 

subsequrnt times. 

Extremism was indebted to Bankimchandn. Vivekananda and Dyananda 
for its ideology in a qualified way but not for its political heredity. It was 
primarily a protest against the modente politics of the day which had 
accepted the British mission in India at face value and hoped to get the 
best out of it through prtition and agitation ( 1967: 46). 

Tripathi separates ideology From 'political heredity' and. so. does not find problematic 

the implications of a constructed 'Hindu' factor. The political manipulations that have 

been termed 'Hindu' do not apprar Tripathi's analysis. 

The nationalist Hindu idea was that colonial exploitation was simply a process in 

a constant Stream of unfolding. In other words, certain rxtremist nationalists propounded 

the idea that there was a "peremial fountain" in Hinduism. This 'fountainT would 

necessariiy go through its periods of ebbs and flows, challenged by other philosophies, 

which would only serve to mâke Hindu philosophy stronger (Schwarz, 1997: 65-66). 

This idea is based on the work of the uidian nationalist and intellecnial Aurobindo, and 

reveals his belief that Sanskritic sources, if unlocked, would reveal the great Indian 



truths. Thus, for these nationalists, the untouched Indian past contained the potential of 

real truth. Looking to ancient Indian traditions was perpetuated by the work of 

Onentalist, European scholarship (Schwarz, 1997: 7 1 ). 

in his nationalist history, Tripathi does not problematize the existence of the 

Hindu factor that implicitly informed nationalist work and writing. By separating politics 

and ideology, he misses the potential efkcts of these ideologically informed histories on 

politics. Traces of this approach - though less obviously-can br seen in Chandn's 

work. Chandn achieves this separation by dismissing religious complexities as elrments 

of a -faIse consciousness', without cxamining their continued political deployment. Thus 

Chandn's implicit acceptance of a 'Hindu factor' in lndian history dors not allow him to 

deal thoroughly with the complexity of social relations. He seés the developrnrnt of 

classes as a form of social differentiation. but fails to see their juxtaposition with caste. 

Funher. Chandn's history. is bent in favour of the Indian National Congress - the 

Party associaird with India's independence and steered by an indigenous dite. Within 

this history there is a tendency to justify and. at times. r w n  valorize the work of the elite 

in bringing India to independence. Implicit in this is a lack of analysis around the 

contribution of subaltem members of the population whose struggles are incorporated. 

under Gandhi's leadership, h to  the wider nationalist movement. 

in the next chapter, the work of some representatives of the Subaltem Studirs 

Collective will be analyzed. The Subaltem Group, as a whole. has accounted for many of 

the lacunae of materialist nationalist and nationalist histones. in contrast to the 

materialist histones, Subaltem histones tend to place more emphasis on the cultural 

aspects of the colonial period. For this reason. some of these histones show a striking 



resemblance to the work of constructing cultural (read Hindu) identities, that occupies 

nationalist historians and hindutva proponents. 



CHAPTER 3 - SUBALTERN HISTORIES 

This chapter will examine contributions, by the group of theorists known as the 

Subaltem Studies Collective. to lndian colonial history. Their aim has been to challenge 

the dominant approac hes which treated the nat ionalist struggle as a uni fied movement. 

Tlir Coilestive seeka to deiiioostmie thai iiie diversiiy of yroups in indian socirty did not 

allow for the formation of a nationalist hegemony. 

The accounts of the colonial penod by membcrs of the Collective. specifically 

Partha Chatteder and Ranajit Guha. whose works 1 will discuss here. have provided an 

alternative conception of Indian history which facilitates the analysis of a more complrte 

picture. Chattejee has shown that Indian nationalism emerged within the cultural 

domain of the comrnunity. and that this cannot be collapsed within the European notion 

of civil society. Guha has demonstmted that various idioms combined to t o m  different 

political domains dunng Indian nationalism. In their work. both Chatte j ee  and Guha. 

invoking the thought of Antonio Gramsci. conclude that Gandhi's contribution to the 

nationalist stniggle in India was largely successful. In their opinion, Gandhi creatrd 

alliances which allowed many people to rnobilize in the fight for independence. This 

brings their work close to the histories examined in the last chapter. Gandhi's class 

compromise is not considered problematic, as class is not the basis of their analysis. 

The project has also entailed a reconcepnialization of Indian historiography to 

provide a more layered analysis of the role of the subaltem. The term 'subaltem' is 

deployed as an epistemological and contextual category, where subaltemity is a condition 

which both peasants and the elite alternatively share. Thus the peasantry as a mass is 



subaltern to the elite of Indian society, but the indigenous elite was positioned, during 

colonialism, as subaltem to the impenalists. It is usefûl first to see how the Subaltemisis 

have adapted Gramsci's work to the Indian situation. 

Gramsci and The Subalternists in India 

As WC saw in the iîst iliapter, Cliaiidra and Desai r iew ihe pcasiiniry as eniireiy 

dependent upon the guidance of the elite for creating revolutionary consciousness. The 

Collective dnws upon Gramsci's work and specifically his concept of subaltern to 

prcvide an altemate conception of the peasantry. 

Gramsci counted the peasantry as one group comprising the subaltem elcmenü of 

a population. This did not mean. however. that the peasant world could be 

conceptualized as the 'idiocy of rural Me' as in some blanist accounts (Arnold. 1984: 

l 55) .  including thosr of Chandra's and Desai's. Going beyond cconornically 

deterministic accounts and laying emphasis on ideology and the 'philosophy of praxis'. 

Gramsci argurd that the peasantry embodied more consciousness than Marx had positrd. 

As David Arnold States, "Gramsci offer[ed] us . . .not . . . a stark dichotomy between 

proleiariat and peasant, between revolutionary and reactionary.. . but differences of 

degrees of consciousness and solidarity between the two, with the ability of both to 

become revolutionary classes" ( 1984: 163). 

Gramsci opposed the idea that movements were worthy of study only if they were 

planned and entirely conscious. Peasant religion (and ideology) was not a 'false 

consciousness', but rather a materially grounded way of explaining their social reality. 

At the sarne t h e ,  Gramsci realized that, "[dlisunity and absence of collective 



consciousness are also the hallmarks of subaltem ideology" (Arnold, 1984: 159). This is 

where Gramsci emphasized that intellechials. should attend to the moments of resistance 

in peasant life, as well as lead the peasantry to revolutionary consciousness. Arnold 

argues that ultimately. however. Gramsci resortèd to an economic determinism. in 

Iocating consciousness in matenal conditions ( 1 981: 162). Historical accounts by the 

Subaitem Srudies Coiiecrive, *.have rended to go beyonci Gramsci". according to ~rno id .  

"in identifying a greater drgrer of autonomy and interna1 cohrsion in the peasant politics 

of modem India than he saw in his native italy" ( 1984: 175). 

The Subaltrrnists endravour to show how the peasantry was never fully 

assimilated into the hegemony of the dite nationalists (Arnold. 1984: 169). Critiquing 

nationalkt histories for their lack of attention to this. the aim of the Subaltem project is to 

analyze the. 'politics of the people'. that is. "the subaltem classes and groups constitutin; 

the mass of the labounng population and the intermediate suata in town and country" 

(Guha, 1982: 4). The peasantry provides, for the Collective. an example of subaltrmity. 

This group of people, who were not pan of the elite. also contributed to the 

freedom stmggle. ' ' Exercising their own methods. the subaltem resisted the hrgemonic 

daims of the indigenous bourgeoisie as well as the colonialists. Guha's airn is to 

conceptualize an lndian historiography, of India, which captures the history of these 

subaltem groups. 

As the Subaltemists point out, the project of writing an indian history must deal 

with the legacy of colonial historiography - the privileging of the nation-state and the 

related influence of European modes of historiography. Thus, Europe forms the 'silent 

referent' (Chakrabarty, in Guha ed, 1997: 264) in indian historiography, as it is the birth 



place of the modem state. Colonial constructions of indian history created a meta- 

narrative of the hdian past. that, according to Ranajit Guha, is inextncably tied to the 

ideology of the state which. in India, as defined by post-Enlightenment thought, rmerged 

only during colonial occupation. Thus, the project of writing history in India was 

dominated by the impenal interests of 'statism' which "authorizes the dominant values of 

the srare ro determine the crireria of the historie" (Guha, in ed Amin & Chakrabany. 

1996: 1). 

According to Guha. in Europe, this statism coirld " speak for entire nations. 

whereas in India this was not possible. Indian history predated colonial rule and. unlike 

its European counterparts. could not be subsumed under one generic civil socirty, 

especially when occupied by an alien power. Guha. thereforr, rmphasizes the nerd to 

srpantr state from civil socicty in the Indian colonial context ( 19%: 3). This implies 

that an anal ysis of civil socicty can lead to a fuller account of Indian history. as statism 

can only reveal a 'foreign' picnire. By focusing upon civil society, divergences between 

the elites and subalterns can be studied. 

But the history of subaltem groups is associated with chaotic and spontaneous 

eruptions of violence, and is thus invisible to those looking for more systematic forms of 

resistancr. In the European historiography of Europe and India. the history of the state 

marked the transformation to a more ordered way of life. As Gyan Pandey puts it, "[iln 

colonialist writings, a distinction was fxst made between the history of local society - 

wild, chaotic. liable to unexpected explosions - and the history of the state" (in Das ed. 

1990: 1 15). This privileging of the state influenced subsequent accounts of Indian history 

(in Das ed, I W O :  1 i 5).  



Through the example of the Banaras riots of 1809. Pandey demonstrates the 

method by which particular instances of revolt served. in British accounts. to stand as 

representative of the Indian past (in Das ed, 1990: 97). The discoune of the colonial 

state justifird its 'contained' and 'legitimate' violence, by characterizing the communal 

violence between Hindus and Muslirns as 'chaotic ' and 'uncontrolled' . Colonial writings 

seèk to, "promoie a pisiure of the d u n i a i  date iu a wi>e ami muirai power, ruiing 

almost without a physical presence, by sheer force of its moral authoriry" (in Das rd. 

1990: 1 19). The state was the mark of order, whilst religious sectarianism was an 

indication of the inherently violent and disordered nature of 'locais' in pre-state society. 

Indians have incorponted these colonial narratives on Indian society into their 

nationalist and rlitist historiography. While Subaltemists critique statist accounts. and 

orirntalist tropes on Indian colonial society. they panially continue to work within this 

framcwork. using such concepts as state and civil society. in an attrmpt to show its 

limitations for the Indian context. Chatte rjee's work provides an example of 

historiography that moves beyond the European models of nationalism and statism. 

Chatteriee: The Nation's Fragments 

Chatte rjee's work on nationalism explores the connections between colonialism. 

capitalism and the modem westem state. The modem state is connccted to capiralist 

gowth. and thus cannot be understood separately from its colonial career. What is key 

here, for Chatterjee, is that capitalist growth is in contradiction with notions of 

community. Indeed, this is the fundamental contradiction of the modern westem state: 

the "narrative of capital seeks to suppress [the] narrative of community and produce in 



the course of its joumey both the normalized individual and the modem regime of 

disciplinary power" (1993: 234). The indigenous notion of community - that Chatte rjee 

implicitly offers as an alternative to that found in the modem western statr - is Gandhi's 

idealized varna community (1993: 237-238). This indigenous community is a prasant 

community, which Gandhi was successfully able to appropriate and mobilize for the 

wider nationaiist movernrnt. While C'hatteqee 1s aware ot' Gandhi's political 

appropriation of peasant community and pol itics. he does not problematize the undrrl ying 

brahmanic ideology. In other words, Gandhi's appropriation creatrd the aura of success. 

as i t  perpetuated alliances with rich sections of the peasantry. which were coincident with 

certain upper and dominant castes. Chatterjee believes that this conceptualization of the 

community can provide a critique of the capitalist-driven modem western statr. 

The Dornains of Nationalism 

Unlike European statist discourse, Subaltcrnisrs argue that. in India, nationalist 

resistance emerged within 'civil society'". In "The Nation and its Fragments" Chatte rjee 

is concemed with developing a description of indian nationalism which analyzes Indians 

as subjects. radier than as objects, of their own history. Chatte jee argues that the 

nationalist struggle was not merely a reactive political strategy to gain independence for 

India but emerged through indigenous notions of community ( 1993: 3-5). 

Benedict Anderson has aryed that nationalism was not the sociologically 

inevitable phenornenon of conditions of shared language, race or religion. but something 

that was irnagined into existence, and Chatte rjee finds his concept of nationalism as a 

'sense of imagined community' useful. But Chatte rjee objects to the implication of 



Anderson's argument that countries in Africa and Asia were left to choose from modes of 

nationalism already available in the West: 

History, it would seern, has decreed that we in the postcolonial world shall 
only be perpetual consumers of modernity. Europe and the Amrricas, the 
only true subjects of history, have thought out on our behalf not only the 
script of colonial enlightenment and exploitation, but also that of our 
anticolonial resistance and postcolonial rnisery. Even our imaginations 
must remain forever colonized ( 1993: 5). 

Chatte jee, argues instead, that nationalisms in Asia and Afnca were marked by 

the separation of two distinct spheres - the inner or spiritual and the outer or matrrial 

( 1993: 6). In this account. the inner domain in tndia emerged fint and consisted of the 

nation's sovcreign cultural identity. The material domain. on the other hand. was 

associated with modern political institutions of statecnfi. and constituted by fields of 

science and technology ( 1  993: 9-10). The cultural faccts of the inner domain that gave 

rise to nationaiism were aided by the institution of print-capitalism, in Europe. as per 

Anderson's argument (Chatte rjee. 1993: 7-8). Using the example of ~ r n ~ a l  in Eastern 

India. Chatte rjee demonstrates how Bengali novels were printed, and dnma and an 

schools begun. as indications of the activity of the imer domain. This imer domain was 

sacred to the rxtent that whilst social refonn could be affected here. it could only be done 

so by Indians themselves. That is. while reform was dong modem lines. it was 

indigenized to coincide with Indian traditions, and most imponantly, remained 

inaccessible to British intervention (Chatte rjee, 1993 : 8-9). 

This inner domain was not, however, 'untouched' by British involvement. The 

Bengali Hindu middle class, according to Chatte rjee, was a theoretical subaltem which 

struggled with the tension between Indian tradition and western modernity within the 



imer domain. In its attempts at social reform, this 'subaltem elite' had to grapple with 

the contradictions imposed by adopting western principles of liberty and keedom, while, 

at the same time, paying heed to Indian tradition. As Indian tradition was itself made up 

of vanegated rlements, some consensus had to be reached about what constinited this 

tradition. This tension, according to Chatte rjee, was played out in the fields of literature 

and drama ( 1993: 72-3 j. Funher, the popuiar - or wiiar may 'oc caiied the foik - was 

appropriated into a largely Hindu idiom by the Bengali middlr class. It "becornes the 

repository of natural truth. natunlly self-sustaining and.. . tirnelas" (Chatte rjee. 1993: 

73) and, is also sanitized such that any indication of sectarianism is removed tiorn it. 

This is because the 'popular', as understood in this context. is 'Hindu'. "The veiy 

tirnelessness of its "structure" opens itself to normalization" (Chatte rjce, 1993: 73). 

Chatte j r e  demonstrates hrre the method by which dite sections of caste and class 

appropriated folk or subaltem traditions. in order to create a 'normalized'. legitimized 

cultural 'Hindu' identity. 

A classicization of tradition was also necessary for the project of this 

normalization of the national community. If the English could claim certain roots to 

ancient Greece. then the Bengalis felt they could trace their ancestry to the Vedic Age 

(Chatte rjee, 1993: 73). Various anti-brahrnanical movements such as Buddhism and 

Iainism were now incorporated into the broader fold of Hinduism. The only factor that 

proved problematic to the project of classicization was the inclusion of Islam. 

The middle-class culture [. . .] was, and su11 is, in its overwhelming 
cultural context, "Hindu." Its ability and willingness to extend its 
hegemonic boundaries to include what was distinctly Islamic became a 
matter of much contention in nineteenth-and twentieth-century Bengal, 
giving rise to alternative hegemonic efforts at both the classicization of the 



Islamic tradition and the appropriation of a sanitized popular Islam 
(Chatte rjee. 1993: 74). 

Chatte rjee points to the fact that this term 'Hindu' was one given by "'othen" to 

drscribe a group of people who did not fit into other religious categories ( 1993 : 74). 

This 'Hindu' identity which was constnicted as unified. rssentially pnvileging the dite 

positions of upper castes and ciasses, formed the indigenous norion of community. And 

Chatte rjee implicitly approves of this Hindu construction of community. 

Chatte rjee goes on to make the point. that. despite efforts made towards 

normalizing a national cornmunity. internal differences were rmerging in the literature 

and accounts written by Indians thrmselves. which revealed the geographical 

particularities of the regions. This undermines the idea of a core Indian history. and 

opens up the possibility of writing alternative histones. t'et. Chatte j ee  believes that wr 

do not yet have the ability to fashion these alternative narratives, as we are still steeped in 

the idea of a linear historiography. "Until such timc that we accept that it is the very 

singularity of the idea of a national history of India which dividrs Indians from one 

another, we will not create the conditions for wtiting these alternative histories" ( 1993: 

1 15). Chatte rjee privileges the writing of history as a method of resistance. much as 

nationalist historians do. 

Further, he uses the term 'alternative', and not dialectical. The dialectical 

relationship, through which hegemony is constantly negotiated, is an aspect of Gramscian 

thought to which the Subaltemists, such as Chatte rjee. pay Iittle attention. Chatte rjee's 

'alternative' implies an 'other' which is not western. This is opposed to dialectical, 

which would allow for internal contradictions within the indigenous community to 



emerge as points for analysis. As Chatte rjee's ultimate critique is against colonialism, 

the contradictions of the 'inner' community are not pursued in his work, as this would 

undermine the very notion of the imer communi ty. Consequentl y, distinctions between 

imer and outer, indigenous and foreign also allow material and ideological elements to 

be srparated. 

.- * w ritin; history as a method of indigenous resistance. from C'hatteqee's reading, 

emerged within the imer domain. And even though much of this resistance was within a 

'Hindu' fiamework, he does not seem to problematize the rnethods to any great rxtrnt. 

Instead. he concentrates on the contradictions which devrloped within the outer domain. 

which was associated with the modem libenl fom of the state. In order to justify their 

imperial mission, the British emphasized the notions of difference between Indians and 

themselves. For Indians to asscrt daims to independence, they hsd to fight thrse vrry 

notions of difference and. in so doing, had to work within the given discursive field of 

modem librralism. including such distinctions as pnvate and public. This disrinction 

implied that there had to be consensus within the public sphere. fonned through law and 

by the state bureaucracy but, within the private sphere. on the othrr hand. individual 

'liberties' and 'freedoms' could exist. The separation between private and public. 

however, did not coincide with the domains of i ~ e r  and outer nationalism. In 

Chatte jee's words, "[tlhat contested field over which nationalism had proclaimed its 

sovereignty and where it had imagined its true community was neither coextensive with 

nor coincidental to the field constituted by the public/pnvate distinction" ( 1993: 10). For 

the imer domain of cultural nationalism to thrive, it needed to achieve some sort of 

consensus and unanimity. As such. the notion of individual Iiberties could not be 



permitted in the imer domain of the national comrnunity (Chatte jee, 1993: 26). Thus 

the notion of community that became dominant was that of 'Hindu'. Chatterjee 

implicitly validates this notion of community as a method of nationalist resistancr. 

without cxamining the way in which this community identity was developed. 

Gandhi, the Nationai Cornmuni- and a Critique of the Modem Western State 

This lrads Chatte j e e  to his argument about the tension between the modem state 

and community. Chatte rjee argues that in the discursive field of European nationalism. 

the concepts of comrnunity and state must CO-exist - the nation is one big community. 

During colonialism in India. howcvrr, the comrnunity was separate from the state and. in 

order to assert itself. had to appropriate. in a sense. the foreign notion of state and 

indigrnize it. This process of indigenization or 'normalization' had to be conductcd from 

a position of subordination (Chatte rjee, 1993: 1 1 ). In European countries the statr was 

representative of civil society. whereas this was not possible with a colonial state. "If the 

nation is an imagined cornrnunity and if nations must also take the fonn of States. then 

Our theoretical language must allow us to talk about comrnunity and state at the same 

time" (Chatte rjee, 1993: 1 1). Chatte rjee believes that 'our present theoretical language' 

does not facilitate this coincidence of community and state. The inner domain of 

nationalism was a cuiturd community, according to Charte rjee, which was not 

represented by the colonial state. Thus, the idea of the inner or cultural domain, is not 

simpl y another case of 'oriental exceptionalism' but helps mobilize a critique of the 

character of the modem western state tied, as it is, to the interests of global capital and 



capital accumulation, and existing, in contradiction with the concept of community 

(Chatte jee ,  1993: 13). 

Tne rhetoric of the communiry in this i ~ e r  domain. of which "Gandhi is a 

particularly good example, is of love, kinship, austenty, sacrifice", notes Chatte jee, and 

it is also "antimodernist. antiindividualist. even anticapitalist" ( 1993: 237). While 

idealized vcirna (caste) framework, as the basis of his notion of cornrnunity, has been 

reitented by many scholars. This varna framework. based on principles of patriarchal 

brahmanisrn, is essrntially the same as Hinduism. Chatte j r e  does not problçmatize the 

assumed 'Hindu factor' in the Gandhian idealized community. 

Chatte jee accepts Gandhi's ideas of western modemity and its inimical çffects on 

India. For Gandhi. the 'brnefirs' of westem civilization Far frorn bringing a better quality 

of life. werr actually the harbingen of a servitude of man to his own senscs and self- 

indulgences ( 1986: 56). In Chatte jee's words. "Gandhi [had] no doubt at al1 thar the 

source of modem imperialism [lay] specitically in the system of social production which 

the countrirs of the western world [had] adopted", a system that encouraged grecd, 

competitiveness and the conquering of countries for economic purposes ( 1 986: 8 7). 

According to Chatte jee. Gandhi was against large-scale industnal iza t ion. and 

capitalism in general. Gandhi's alternative vision, that of rama*, was "'a patriarchy in 

which the d e r ,  by his moral quality and habitua1 adherencr to the truth, always 

expresses the collective will" ( 1986: 92). Chatte rjee goes on to describe this Gandhian 

notion of ramraiva: 

It is also a utopia in which the economic organization of production, 
arranged according to a pe~ec t  four-fold vama scheme of specialization 



and a perfect system of reciprocity in the exchange of commodities and 
services, always ensures that there is no spirit of cornpetition and no 
differences in statu between different kinds of labour. The ideal 
conception of Rammjva, in fact, encapsulates the critique of al1 that is 
morally reprehensible in the economic and political organization of civil 
society (1  986: 92). 

Chatte j ee  fails to acknowledge, however, that the idealized varna schrme that 

Gandhi ims in rnind, as a viabir option for indian sociery. as opposeci to modern iiberai 

democracy, is synonymous with Hinduism. [ndeed, he cxplicitly States that Gandhi's 

critique is not, "an attempt to establish the superior daims of Hindu religion." ( 1986: 

9 3 ,  but nthrr a concem with the universality, and not the sprcific historical adaptations 

of the Gîta. Nor did Gandhi brlieve 'that the mere existence of scriptural texts was proof 

that they must be a constituent or consistent pan of true religion" ( 1986: 95). 

On the extant caste system. Gandhi was only concemed. in Chatte jre's argument, 

with its 'harmful nature to spiritual and national growth'. While Gandhi was aware of the 

historical existence of partisan religious politics, he believed that thrse historical 

particularities could not 'be taken to represent a corpus of truths' ( 1986: 96). This is 

what is problernatic about Gandhi's thought, especially as it relates to caste. and its 

position within Hinduism. The fact that the caste system had been deployed for political 

purposes, perpetuating inrqualities. was presumably too minor a point in the bigger 

scheme of truth which was moral. Chatte jee does not explicitly critique Gandhian 

thought here. The fact that caste and brahmanism were byproducts of a much earlier 

precolonial triumph of brahmanism, within the varna framework, was missed by Gandhi. 

pmly due to his lack of attention to the evoIution of social institutions. 



Chatterjee notes that Gandhi's position might lend itself to romanticism. But. 

Gandhi's critique of civil society and the concept of the idealized Indian society *'could 

not have been a romantic longing for the lost hamony of the archaic world, because 

unlike romanticism, Gandhi's problem [was] not conceived within the thematic bounds of 

post-Enlightenment thought" ( 1986: 99). Gandhian ideology was not simply the 

retlections of a 'peasant intellecrual' ( 1986: 1 OO), but the compromise between peasant 

and dite nationalism ( 1 986: 1 00). Thus Chatte jee implicitl y approves of Gandhi's role 

in opening up a possibility for subaltern appropriation "into the evolving political 

structures of the Indian state" ( 1986: 100). Despite the fact that Chatte j e e  Iocatrs 

Gandhian thought outside of post-Enlightenment thought. he does not reveal how the 

'utopia' of Gandhian rami-aba might work in a country whose matenal encounter with 

industrialization. through colonialism. changed it forever. 

Gandhi's influence on Chatte jee is also evident in the latter's critique of the 

notion of 'universality' in western modemity. Chattrjee argues that universality. as the 

term implies, must be applicable to al1 societies. However, as colonialism was oftrn 

justified on the grounds that it was for the improvement of the colonized. this nrcessarily 

entailed a notion of difference and inequality. Thus it was suggested that 'universal' 

principles of modemity were not quite applicable to societies outside the West 

(Chatte jee. 1993: 18). M e n  faced with this contradiction. proponents of univenal 

modemity provided an amendment. namely that, as a result of the cultural and historical 

particularities of the east, there were initial impediments to the realization of modem 

universal principles, but that they would ultimately be implernented. And thus the 

univenality of modemity was restored (Chatte jee, 1993 : 1 8). 



In this way, Chattejee critiques the interco~ectedness of coioniaiism and forms 

of the modem state. For the universality of modemity to assert itself, the whole world 

had to corne under its influence and, in the east, colonialism was the messenger of 

modernity. Precisely because the resistance to colonialisrn, in the outer domain of 

nationalism. had to be fought within the Fnmework of modem discursive foms. the 

danger of that teststance bang subsumed in the larger projrct of modemity. i-xisted. 

Therefore, Chattejee contends that. even though the project of colonialism is inextricably 

tied to the pnnciples of modemity. specific forms of the colonial state have to be studittd. 

in order to analyze the rmergence of forms of indigenous nationalism (Chatte rjee. 1993: 

19-20}. 

The postcolonial nationalism that emerges. within this former colonial state. thrn, 

is a site of struggle between western modemity and indigenous nationhood. Moreovcr, 

the sphere of indigenous nationhood is itself identified by intemal differentiation. This is 

the separation between the domains of elite and subaltem politics. Chatterjee rmphasizrs 

the nuances within each of thrse dornains as well, showing that they are dynamic. 

constinited by the specific context. 

Chatte jee's analysis of subaltem groups provides potential for an alternative 

history. One group or fragment - as the title of his book indicates - is that of the 

peasantry in india. While Chatte rjee accounts for the fact that the peasantry is internally 

diverse, he analytically studies the peasantry as a largely homogenous group. 

The peasantry, according to Chatte rjee, was approached by nationalisu and 

colonialists in similar ways, but for very different purposes. Stereotypically modemist 

notions of the peasantry entailed its construction as a group possessing neither reason. nor 



rational ability. Colonialists and nationalists shared the assumption that the peasantry 

was a group of 'ignorant' and 'simple folk' given to irrational and spontaneous displays 

of violence who needed to be controlled. For the colonial authorities. this view justified 

their paternalistic inclinations toward protecting these 'simple folk' from exploitation at 

the hands of indian landlords and moneylenders. For the nationalists. the nature of the 

peasantry was a reason to bnng them into the bourgeois frarne of poiitics. and mobilize 

them against colonial mle ( 1 993: 1 58- 1 59). 

The arena of forrnally organized pany politics. occupied by the indian National 

Congress, was a bourgeois domain, which did not coincide with the domain of peasant 

politics. The MC had a specific agenda to act '3vithin the institutional processes of the 

bourgeois state forms introduced by colonial rule and.. .use their representative powrr 

over the mass of the people to replace the colonial state by a bourgeois nation-state" 

(Chatte jee. 1993: 159). 

Chatte j r e  contends that. while attempts were made to incorporate peasant 

struggles into the domain of pany politics, they were not rntirely successful in subsuming 

peasant interests. Even though the organizrd arena of pany politics changed its 

strategies, and peasant politics became exposed to the wider claims of independencc this 

accommodation - between peasant and elite party - did not mean that their divergent 

interests were ultimately reconciled. On the contrary, peasant awareness of. and 

participation in, the dornain of nationa!ist politics, was marked by breaks and 

disjunctures. This points to a "need for a critique of both colonialist and nationalist 

historiographies by b ~ g i n g  in the peasantry as a subject of history, endowed with its 

own distinctive forms of consciousness and making sense of and acting upon the world 



on its own terms" (Chatte rjee, 1993: 160). The result would be that if the dominated are 

not "granted their own domain of subjectivity, where they were autonomous. 

undominatrd," then the dominaton "would, in the exercise of their domination, wholly 

consume and obliterate the dominated", and Chatterjee contends that "[d]ominance 

would then no longer exist within a social relation of power with its own conditions of 

reproduction" i i 993 : i 6 i j. 

But the Subaltemists do not pay much attention to the divenity within the 

peasantry, which would include an analysis of class differences. The emphasis on 

autonomy - based on Chatte jee's privileging of a peasant 'community' - leads to a 

cultural analysis, at the cost of a historically situated materialist analysis. Funhrr. it leads 

to an understanding of subaltemity as a rarher stable and homogenous catepry. The 

reality of lndian social life points to the impossibility of this conception. Guha's work. 

however, also in the Subaltemist School, highlighrs the fact ihat the subaltem occupied 

ihrir own autonomous domain. Like Chatte rjee. Guha's analysis concems itself with the 

cultural idioms that facilitated resistance. 

Guha: Domains, Dominance and Hepemony 

For Guha, there was never a singular unified political domain. The dornain of 

politics, according to Guha, was "stnicturally split between an d i t e  and a subaltem pan, 

each of which was autonomous in its own way" (1997: ix). Following Gramsci, Guha 

argues that civil society must be distinguished from the state, specifically, in the case of 

the colonial state, which was not representative of Indian society. The assumption in 

neo-colonialist and nationalist histories that civil society equals nation which equals state 



is problematic, and does not allow a space to account for indigenous resistance. These 

histories also misrepresented the colonial state as hegemonic (Guha, 1997: 19). 

[mpenalism constituted a 'dominance without hegemony'. in Guha's words, because the 

colonizen were never fully able to incorporate the colonized into their culture ( 1997: ix). 

Nor did the Indian dite succred in achieving a hegemony. 

The obvious question becomes. why did the dite - or more generaily. the 

bourgeoisie - fail to speak for the nation'? Guha makes a distinction betwçen an dite and 

a subaltem domain of politics, and his answer, to this question, lies in this split. The dite 

domain of politics consisted of Indian collaboration with the colonial arena of ". . .laws. 

legislatures and other institutions of political society. and of the activitirs and 

organisations of forma1 political parties and movements, pre-eminently the Indian 

National Congress" (Arnold. 1984: 165). The subaltem domain of politics. on the other 

hand, included a wide vanety of largeiy autonomous modes of action and thought 

(Arnold, 1983: 164). The bourgeoisie was never able to incorponte vast sections of the 

subaltem population into its own domain and thrreby overcome this stnicninl split 

(Arnold, 1984: 165). According to many Subalternists. including Guha. Gandhi came 

closest to achieving this hegemony, with his ability to forge alliances between the elite 

and subaltem domains (Amold, 1984: 1 72). 

Dualities: Indian and Colonial 

Guha shows how the two idioms, colonial and Indian, functioned during 

colonialism, ro produce a particular set of social relations. In this schema, domination 

and subordination together constitute power. Domination is M e r  broken down into 



coercion and persuasion, and subordination, into collaboration and resistance. Each of 

these categories is fùrther comprised by a colonial and Indian elcment. Thus: 

PO WE R (D/S) 

(Adapted frorn Guha, 1997: 10). 

DOMINATION 
I 

Coercion 

a) coercion 

b) danda 

Coercion was not simply an instrument of the British. but was brought about by 

its mix with the Indian concept of danda, a combination of ". ..power. authority and 

punishment". [rmphasifing] . . .force and fear as the hndamental pnnciple of politics" 

(Guha, 1997: 29). Persuasion - the other component of dorninancr - was comprised of 

the British idras of improvement. and hdian notions of dharma. The former was the 

underlying bourgeois ideology that pemeated colonial attempts to initiate social and 

technological change. This was a part of the larger universalizing mission of capital. 

which enthused the British and the indigenous elite alike. "Improvement". in Guha's 

words, '%as a political strategy to persuade the indigenous elite to 'mach' themselves to 

the colonial regime" ( 1997: 32). Dharma, "the quintessence of virtue, the moral 

duty. ..impIied a social duty confomiing to one's place in the caste hierarchy as well as 

the local power stmctures" (1997: 35). Through the notion of dharma, Indian elites 

SUBORDINATION 

Resisunctt 

a) rightful dissent 

b) dhamic* protesest 

1 

Persuasion Cuiiabora tion i 
a) improvement 

6 )  dharma 

a) collaboration 

b) bhakii 



justified their involvement with the British, initiating liberal reforms based on their 

exposure to and valuing of westem education. In so doing, the indian elite took it upon 

itself to reform the 'lower' sections of the population. 

But, according to Guha, various activities of improvement. such as founding 

village schools, which were 'liberal' for al1 intents and purposes, were actually validated 

un iiie gounds uf cihormu. Tne nationaiism or ihr Congress püny, anci rhe su~scquenr 

mass mobilization, were sterped in notions of dharma, through Gandhi's theory of 

trusteeship. Gandhi attempted to avoid problems of class struggle. especially in rural 

areas. Trusteeship was essentially intended as a plea to the wealthy and the poor to enter 

into mutually obligatory relations. whereby the owners of wealth would protect those 

under thrm, while the 'protected' would willingly submit to this protection. In this way. 

Gandhi's vision for self mle (sitarajl. in India. was based on and made synonymous with 

Dhamaraj - literally - the Rule of Dharma (Guha. 1997: 37). It was this national 

notion of dharma. according to Guha, which resulted in the 'appearance of the political 

discourse of westem nationalism'. "dressed up as ancient Hindu wisdom" ( 199 7: 35-36). 

Gandhi's role in orchestnting subordination is also important. Guha describes 

subordination as constituted by collaboniion and resistancnce. in the early pan of his 

career in South Afnca, Gandhi's conception of loyalty and duty bears witness to the 

collaborationist aspect of nationalism (1 997: 42-43). As an example, Guha cites 

Gandhi's volunteering, on behalf of the Indian cornmunity in South Afica. to fight with 

the British in the Boer War ( 1997: 43). 

At fmt  glance, Gandhi's 'humble' and 'menial' request to help in the British war 

effort, as subjects of the crown, sirnply represented a position of collaboration and 



servility. However, Guha argues that this seeming servility needs to be unpacked, in 

order to reveal yet another Indian idiom. For it was not just the western notion of duty 

and obedience, that Gandhi had absorbed but, rather, the core of his notions of duty carne 

From the Indian concept of bhnkti ( 1997,47). Bhaki is a type of devotion which often 

involves acts of cxtreme servility. "[B hakti] is an ideology of subordination par 

exceiience" (Guhu, i997: 49-SOj. 

Resistance is the other aspect which. along with collaboration. makes up the 

domain of subordination. Resistance is what cornes last. according to Guha. and if ir is 

successful in overtaking collaboration, then one type of struggle can be said to be 

complete (Guha. 1997: 55). Presumably, Guha's point Ieads to Gandhi's rolr. During 

British rule, neither the colonizers. nor the indigenous dite exercised hegemony. 

However. with Gandhi's ent- the nationalist strugglr came to fmition. One can read in 

this the idea. then, that Gandhi w3s able to fashion somr son of hegrmony. 

The English notion of resistance is what Guha labels, "Rightful Dissent". 

Examples of this were seen in the marches and lobbies that were organized by the 

represrntativrs elected under democratic procedures (Guha, 1997: 56). However. many 

inconsistencies in the British principles of liberalism appeared when the law was applied 

to Indians. What resulted was a critique of British mle in India as being 'lin-British". 

indian liberals, states Guha, took "the 'sacred' English idiom of Rightful Dissent too 

seriously for the regime's cornfort" ( 1997: 57). 

The 0 t h  side of resistance was made up of an Indian idiom and Guha labels it 

Dharmic protest (1 997: 5 3 ,  based not on the European concept of right, but on the 

notion of duty. If a mler failed to Iive up to his dharmic duty subjects had a duty to bring 



back the dhannic aspects of nile by revolting (1997: 59). Dharmic protest often 

appeared in volatile forms, and was practiced as a type of peasant insurgency. The 

volatility of this protest was not conducive ro bourgeois forms of resistance and, 

therefore, neither the colonial authorities, nor the dite nationalists counted this as protest 

(Guha. 1997: 59-60). 

Ciuba conciudes Uiar neillier tne Britisn imperiaiisrs, nor the indigenous dite 

nationalists, were able to exercise hegemony over the Indian population. For hegemony 

"is a condition of dominance in which the moment of persuasion outweighs thai of 

coercion" (Guha, 1997: 103). The Indian nationalists, under the banner of the Congress 

Party, sought to incorporate the masses under iheir leadership, and mass interests under 

their bourgeois hegemony ( 1997: 133). However. subaltem methods of resistance were 

oflen incompatible with bourgeois foms of protcst. According to Guha. Gandhi was 

instrumental in cffecting a compromise, whereby subaltcm resistance gave way to 

bourpeois methods of resistance (Guha. 1997: 132). 

Gandhi's cmphasis on the transformation of subaltem resistance into more 

'organized* and controlled protrst became one of the main elements of Congress 

organization (Guha, 1997: 146). Funher, Gandhi's concem wi th crowd control and 

organization was not simply about the transformation of subaltern politics. but also about 

a prÏnciple fundamental to his conception of swaraj or self-rule. As Guha explains, the 

English term 'self translatas also as 'soul' in many Indian languagcs, from rhe Sanskrit - 

aman (Guha, 1997: 146). Hence, for Gandhi. self-rule was tied in with self-control. and 

this was a fundamental part of his strategy of civil disobedience and non-cooperation. 

It would appear.. . that swaraj was to be attained by soul control, that is, 
spiritual self-control, which itself was to be cultivated by swadeshi, which, 



in its turn, was to be based on the two-pronged program of boycott and 
khadi [the Cotton cloth produced fiom the spiming wheel, which it was 
Gandhi's aim that every indian should spin and wear]. There was nothing 
in either of these that could not be thought or practiced in rntirely secular 
ternis. But propelled by sel~control they were both assimilated to the idea 
of self-purification, regarded by Gandhi as central to his project of giving 
Non-coopention the semblance of a religious movement (Guha, 1997: 
147). 

Guha anaiyzes indian and Briiish eirrnçnts which Functionrci mgcher to creatr a 

set of socio-political relations dunng colonial d e .  However. his analysis ultimatrl y also 

leads us back to Gandhi. Gandhi's ability to forge alliances only extrnded to the rich 

pcasantry who represented the powerful caste in particular areas. Thus. his appropriation 

of peasant comrnunity. based on caste dominance. couplrd with his notion of trusteeship 

was a prrpetuation of idealized varna. The divergences within the pçasantry - rich. 

middle. lower. landless - which resides in class. did not get incorpontrd into this 

Gandhian 'hegemony'. Since the Subaltemists do not analyze class. they are able to 

permit, within their work, the notion of a partial Gandhian hegemony. 

The Subaltemists argue that subaltem history, while interconnected with 

Gandhian and bourgeois politics. also had a domain of autonomy. However, they do not 

emphasize that it is not so much that peasant or subaltem politics comprised an 

autonomous domain but, rather, that within this domain. there were moments of 

autonomy exercised, which lay outside nationalist. Gandhian and liberal democratic 

Frameworks. Attending to these moments permits the writing of other historical 

narratives that offer a critique of the imer domain of nationalism. As Chatte j r e  suggests 

himself, "in the histoncal effectivity of Gandhisrn as a whole. [we find], the conception 

of a national fiamework of politics in which the peasants are mobilized but do not 



participate, [and] a nation of which they are a part, but a national state fiom which they 

are for cver distanced" ( 1986: 125). At the same time, any analysis of the peasantry 

must involve an understanding of their interna1 differentiation. 

While the Subaltem approach provides potential for a nuanced analysis of Indian 

nationalism as a multi-layered project, the reclarnation of a subaltem history remains an 

incompieic endeavour. Subaitrmists, iik Chatte rjee anci G u b  uirimateiy take recourse 

in cultural and textual analysis, and pay Iittle attention to politico-economic realitirs. 

This lack of material analysis leads to a cultural privileging of the Indian elite whose 

material supremacy is hidden in the cultural discussion of their subaltemity. Finally 

Gandhi's idealized varna (caste) framework formed his notion of community. and this is 

usrd unproblematically in discussions of cultural nationalism. Gandhi's approach to 

cornrnunity is based on an appropriation of folk idioms into a larger notion of a sêcular 

Hinduism, ivhich is essentially a pnvileging of Brahmanism. As layant Lele bas argurd. 

"hegemonic appropriation includes, reinterpretation of popular critical insights. mernories 

or dreams, as dite stock of coded culture," and this, while it "emanates from 

people.. .becornes inaccessible to them exccpt on ternis set by the rich and powerful" 

(Lele, 1995: 86). While this Gandhian project of assimilation did successfully mobilize 

large segments of the Indian population, it does not speak for the entirety of a subaltem 

history. Chatte rjee and Guha's work still leads back to Gandhi and his apparent ability to 

reconcile the diversities and layers of the indigenous groups and subaltem elite." 

instances of indigenous, subaltem resistance show that Gandhi's influences must 

be contextualized. The next chapter will examine the work of another Subalternist - 

David Hardiman - whose ethnography on a particular case of tribal assertion offers a 



more historically situated, material undestanding of subaltemity including a critical 

approach to Gandhi's influence. 
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CHAPTER 4 - A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO HISTOMOGRAPHY 

In the preceding chapters, two approaches to the writing of Indian history were 

discussed. My argument has been that neither matenalist-nationalist nor subaltem 

historiography has significantly problematized the implicit Hindu factor which govemed 

the socio-political relations of the colonial period. This chapter discusses David 

Hardiman's rthnographic account of the Devi Movement in Gujarat - a state in western 

India - which offers a more complex method of witing an Indian subaltrm history. At 

the end of the chapter, some analysis will be devoted to the appropriations of history in 

present day Indian politics to illustrate the contemporary political relevance of this 

historiognphical approach. 

The Devi Movemrnt originated out of a propitiation to the smallpox Goddess (a 

Devi), but becamr transformed, during the colonial period. into a tight for tribal and. 

later. nationalist rights. The relationship of these tribal groups to other Indian 

communities and to the British was complex and tense. These groups did not easily 

become assimilated into the politics and message of the Mahatma (Gandhi), nor did thry 

simply become proselytized puppets of the colonial regime. Hardiman locates the 

subaltern position within a critical understanding of Gandhian Hindu nationalism, and 

defines the Devi Movement and, others like it, as tribal assertions. 

Gandhi's Hindu nationalism was a significant force which brought a large number 

of groups in the Indian population together to fight against colonial rule. The precarious 

consensus and unity of this mass mobilization has received Iittle attention in the literature 

on colonialism and the national movement. Hardiman's rthnography reveals the 



possibilities for understanding the national movement as not confined to the perceived 

Congress hegemony, under Gandhi. Further, this ethnography, among O thers, allows 

various critiques to emerge: the first, against a nationalist dl-encornpassing Hindu 

perspective, the second, against a Subaltemist understanding that looks more to cultural 

than material factors, and finally a critique of the contemporary political machinations, 

inat use hisiory to jusiify the poiitiçs of Rinducw. 

Tribal Assertion 

In her ethnography on the Bhils of the Narmada Valley, Amita Baviskar argues 

that this community did not have a simple assimilative relationship with Hinduism or 

nationalism. Dunng the colonial period. Bhil resistance was not necessarily planned and 

conscious but. nther. was motivated by their economic destitution. Thrir attacks were 

against rich villages, rather than colonial officia~s. '~ Furthrr, the Bhil involvernent in the 

national struggle was minimal. as the ideals of the nationalists were not in keeping with 

theirs. The Bhil relationship to Hinduism was also tense, as individual conversion mcant 

total ostracization from Bhil society. Conversion to Hindu pnctices. for a Bhil. thus had 

to offer great rewards and upward mobility. to be attractive (1995: 84). 

Conversion to Hinduism involved a significant change in lifestyle. However. 

caste relations were important even in tribal villages. Baviskar argues that each tribal 

group has to be studied in relation to the caste community with which it had geographical 

links. Proximity to and interaction with caste society facilitated -and continues to do so 

today - the subordination of low caste and tribal groups. 



The issue of designating and differentiating caste from tribal groups arose during 

colonial rule when the British wanted to segregate sections of the indian population. and 

the process of categorizing tribes emerged. British civil servants emphasized the distinct 

identity of tribes. whrreas nationalists insisted on the integrated nature of the tribes and 

pushed for them to be viewed as 'backward Hindus' (Baviskar. 1995: 56). What resulted 

%as ail i d d  type c'oristiuction of a social Srwp iuiuwri ar ~ribe in Iricliü. Sume 

sociologists have tried to overcome the problem of definition by labelling them tribes in 

transition (Baviskar, 1 995: 86). The term transition is problematic. as this implies a 

linear or evolutionary trajectory. The phenornenon is not simply about a move from tribr 

to caste socirty (Beteilk. 1986: 300, 3 12). As a result of the complexity of tribal 

assertion. rach contributing factor has to be explored. as dors Hardiman in his study. 

The Devi Movement 

Hardiman's analysis of the Devi Movernent raiscs several critiques of the 

dominant schools of historiography which indicate the necessity of looking cntically at 

Gandhian Hindu nationalism. to anive at a M e r  picture of subaltrm assertion and 

activity. Hardiman provides this snapshot of the Devi rnovement: 

On 9 November 1922 about two thousand adivasiî' who lived on the 
eastem borden of the Sunt district of Bombay presidency congregated in 
a field near a village called Khanpur. Coming from six different villages, 
they had gathered to listen to the teachings of a new goddess of great 
power known as Salabai. This devi was supposed to have corne from the 
mountains to the east, and she expressed demands through the mouths of 
spirit mediums. These mediums sat before the crowd under a manciva- i.e. 
a shade of leaves placed over a wooden frame. Holding red cloths in their 
hands they began to shake their heads and were soon in a state of trame. 
Then, as if reading from their cloths, they pronounced the cornrnands of 
the Devi (Hardiman, 1987: 1). 



These cornmands included activities such as prohibitions on consuming alcohol, 

and rneat, living a clean. simple life, and having nothing to do with the ~ a r s i s ' ~ ,  who were 

the liquor dealers in the region. While teetotalism and vegetananisrn were associated 

with brclhmanic rituals. the tnbal adoption of these practices was founded in their 

materiality. Alcohoi consumption occupied a central position, in terms of diet and ritual. 

in ui'oai iife. And riie Parsis useci their controi of rhe iiquor uade to subordinate the 

tribals. This movement had parallels in other parts of India. with the Onons of 

Chhotanagpur where, from 19 14 to 19 15, similar commands were issued by their 

divinities. Known as the Tana Bhagat movement. the message was to ". . .give up 

supentitious pnctices and animal sacrifices, to stop rating meat and drinking liquor. to 

cease ploughing their fields and to withdraw their field labour from non-adivasi [non- 

tribal] landowners" (Hardiman, 1987: 5). While these movemrnts gave the appcarance 

of a spiritual assertion, they were actually firmly founded. as Hardiman demonstrates. in 

a material dimension. 

To understand the dependence on Parsi liquor dealers. Hardiman has explainrd 

the tribal relationship to alcohol. Drinking alcohol was a very important aspect of adivasi 

life, associated with all their important occasions. Unlike the bral~mins, consumption was 

not connected to any feelings of guilt or shame. but rather, "'great honour [was accorded] 

to spirituous drinks" (1987: 99). Drinking ais0 ensured social solidarity between 

neighbours, as there was an obligation to share alcohol. Most imponantly. the toddy and 

that they produced and drank, had nutritional qualities. OAen the consumption of 

toddy meant the difference benveen life and death for an udivasi, providing a substitute 

for both food and water, during times of near famine. Dam was believed to provide 



protection against malaria, cholera and plague ( 1987: 102 - 103). Hardiman observes, 

however, that these adii~asis of South Gujarat did not dnnk excrssively ( 1987: 104). 

Before the late nineteenth century, alcohol was obrained fi-eely by the peasants. 

and not heavily taved (Hardiman, 1987: 99). Tribals were able to obtain alcohol from 

the peasants, as well as manufacture it themselva. Toddy trees were numerous in South 

Gujarat, and were geneniiy thought to beiong ro the peasant who tiiled the iand on which 

they grew. Thus peasant families drank most of the toddy themselves, but any surplus 

that they sold had to be through the licensed liquor dealer. usually a Parsi. Toddy is a 

highl y penshable comrnodity, and when distances made i t difticult to transport. the 

peasants bartered. Although this was illegal, the British authorities did not significantly 

attempt to stop it ( 1987: 1 O5), which allowed adivasis to procure alcohol through 

peasants. 

Daru was made from the flower of the Mahua tree, which blossomsd for a tèw 

weeks in April. During this period, the whole adivasi family tvas involved in the 

production of alcohol. The dned mahua flower was also used as food dunng the 

monsoon and winter months. The production of dam was quite inexpensive and simple. 

and was therefore easily made by any adivesi ( 1 987: 1 36). 

"By iaw" however. as Hardiman points out. "the manufacture and sale of liquor 

was pemitted only io those w ho had been given permission by a govemment Iiquor- 

f m e r " ,  and "[tlhis system had been continued from the preceding Maratha period 

( 1987: 106). Even before the colonial period, Parsis controlled the liquor trade." Liquor 

rights were annually sold by auction to the most successfûl bidder. invariably a wealthy 

Parsi. The dealer was then responsible for collecting duty on any liquor produced and 



sold at the village level. The duty was usually a lump sum, and did not reflect the actual 

arnount of liquor manufactured or sold. Funher, the authorities did not rxercise much 

control and, "much of the duty was evaded" ( 1987: 107). "Before the 1860s the Parsis 

were unable to mm the indebtedness of their adivasi clients greaily to their advantage". as 

the Parsis gave alcohol to adivasis in retum for field labour ( 1987: 109). Once the land- 

i ~ c c  seiilemeni was in~roducçd, which made iand a rnarkciabie commodiiy. howwer. the 

Parsis were quite legitimately able to force adivasis to sel1 or mortgage their land for the 

latter's 'supposed drinking debts'. 

While the cldivasis were rxploited by the Parsis. somr were still able ro minimize 

their dependence on them, by buying alcohol tiom the peasants. Ultimately. howevrr. 

the system of liquor manufacture favoured the Parsis. as they were able to exploit the 

tribais on one side. and evadr govermental taxes on the other. 

When the British government realized this. it introduced the Bombay Abkari Act 

of 1 878. Through this Act. centnlized distilleries were set up to standardize liquor as a 

commodity ( 1987: 1 10). As toddy had a relatively short shelf life. it did not last the 

joumey to centralized distilleries. Therefore, in order to rnsure centralized distillation. 

the Goverment encouraged consumption of dam instead. Daru, however. was a stronger 

alcohol, and less popular with the tribals (Hardiman, 1987: 105). The Abkari Act made 

the tapping of toddy trees and the production of toddy extremely expensive and 

complicated. Heavy taxes were placed on every step of the production process. and this 

was precisely the intent of the Act. This forced inaccessibility to the production and 

consumption of toddy proved difficult and, at times, li fe-threatening for the adivasis. 



The Parsis in this area had a great deal of power, bribing colonial officials when 

they could. Not only did the Parsis take land from the ariivasis, but they also forced them 

to labour in their fields. The coercive and exploitative relationship that developed rnay 

be undentood as a form of feudal exploitation. as the Parsis lived on their estates and 

exercised direct coercion on the peasantry and adivasis. But when Parsi control ovcr land 

*as famalizd by Brirbh icgiii codes, ~Iie e,xpiuiiaiiori baume much more severt: and 

harsh ( 1987: 1 Y). Even though the tribal groups in this area werr deprndrnt upon 

monrylenders from caste communities, their dependence on the Parsi liquor dealers was 

far more cnppling ( 1 987: 99). Colonial rule, therefore, had the result of exacerbating 

tribal exploitation. 

In response, the tnbals mignted to other areas, but this method of resistance was 

not always possible. The production of illicit liquor was a dangerous act. as it could be 

detected if not on sight. then by smrll. And Parsi dealers would report the tribals to the 

British authorhies. as tribal toddy production also posed a threat to their own distilleries 

( 1987: 129). Resistance to this economic exploitation, then, also drew on pre-existing 

tribal spiriniality. 

The ongins of the Devi have been traced by Hardiman to the Dangs. a tribal group 

fiom Nasik district, in the early decades of the 2 0 ' ~  cenniry2' The Devi - goddess - was 

supposed to have been brought by spirit medium and, then, tmveled in a northerly 

direction. The Gujarati language was spoken in this area, and further south. Marathi was 

spoken, which meant that problems of translation consuained the spreading of the Devi's 

message ( 1987: 22). Even further south, ûibals who had bren convened to Christianity, 

may not have been as receptive to this message. 



Epidemics of smallpox were cornmon at the time. and the Devi movement began 

as a propitiation ceremony to the goddess of smallpox. Ralph Nicholas points out that. 

unlike other gods and goddesses associated with disease in tndia, the smallpox goddess 

was known by most of the Indo-Aryan speaking regions of tndia and Nepal. Her name, 

Sitala, was also known by other variations in South tndia ( 198 1 : 2 1 ). Sitala was 

worshipped on a large-scale community level, in every region she was supposed to have 

inhabited." 

Typically, the goddess would reveal herself by rntering the body of a person who. 

upon possession by the Devi, would issue various commands. The people of the 

community would then assuage the Devi by following hcr commands. which would 

'persuade' the goddess to move on to another region ( 1987: 5 5 ) .  The Devi was said to 

bring good fortune and protection for those who followed her commands. and 

wonhipped her correctly. Hardirnan makes reference here to Ranajit Guha's explanation 

of the transference ( atidesa) func tion, where tribals granted legitimac y to the possessed. 

by associating hisiher name with well-known deities of the region, or sornetirnes even 

with Gandhi. The medium would read from a pirce of cloth. on which were said to be 

written the commands. The sudden ability of the possessed illitente to read, and his/her 

powen of clairvoyance, revealed through prophecy, funher strengthened the legitimacy 

of their possession by the Devi (1987: 59-60). 

The coming of the Devi entailed preparation by the tribal community. including 

the cleaning of houses. and the selection of a common site, at which various tribal 

villages would gather. These wonhipping ceremonies usually took place at village cross- 

roads or other central meeting places (1987: 62). This propitiation practice had the 



function of bnnging tribal villages together: it was a custom with a long h i~ to ry '~  The 

ceremony was conducive to spreading messages of resistance and nationalism. 

Dunng this period, the introduction of British education also served to bring the 

adivasis hto 'mainstream' society, although for several reasons. adivttri attendance at 

British schools was not high. The schools were usually in the Manthi langage, whereas 

the [rihi ciiiiciren spoite Gujarati and tribai diaircts. Funher. the existence ofcorporai 

punishment in the schools was alien and unacceptable to the tribals. Finally, the divisivr 

inter-communal results of education between the Brahmins and lower castes were clear. 

The egalitarian cornrnunities of adivasis did not want the same fate for themselves 

( 1987: 13 1 - 134). Consequently, the adivasis developed V ~ ~ O U S  superstitions about the 

negative repercussions of schools. 

Under British law, however, adivasis were compellcd to send their children to 

school. The tribals thus began constructing their o~vn schools with governmental 

assistance. Education inculcated a different sense of the world among the ndivnsis. 

Funher, it brought about a brlief in the supenonty of Hindu pnctices. Trachers in tnbd 

villages were often hi@ caste Hindus, bent on reform. They felt it their duty to transform 

'supenritious' adivasi brliefs to ". ..the 'higher' doctrines of Hindu religion" ( 1987: 

139). At the same time, this presumed superiority. it was realized, would grant the tribals 

some power, if they were to adopt Hindu pnctices. Ideals such as temperance and 

teetotalism were gradually understood in the context of providing powerfid mechanisms 

of tribal resistance against Parsi and colonial exploitation ( 1987: 134- 139). 

The tribals took to abstinence from Iiquor as a form of protest, and in Surat 

district between 1905-6, consumption declined by almost a third ( 1987: 144). However, 



a bad harvest in 1905 meant a choice between abstinence and starvation, or consumption. 

The tribals, undentandably, opted for the latter, bringing alcohol consumption ievels 

back to nomal. However, the continuing exploitation by the Pani landlord provided 

impetus for renewed attempts at abstinence, and the Devi's message now took on greater 

importance as a wider social reform movernent. While the message differed siightly from 

rrpion tu rrgion, depending upon tiir requirements of (ne area. tnrrr were iïve core 

elements to the message: abstention from alcohol and non-vegetanan food, non-violence. 

cleanliness and a boycott of the Parsis ( 1 987: 155). 

Sanskritization and Gandhian Influence, Misinterpreted 

These elemenrs in the movement, appeared for some. to be proof of 

Sanskritization. MN Srinivas. who coined the tenn. defines it as. 

... the process by which a ' 1 0 ~ '  Hindu caste, or tribal or other group. 
changes its custorns, ritual. ideology. and way of life in the direction of a 
high, and frequently, 'twice-bom' caste. Generally such changes are 
followed by a daim to a higher position in the caste hierarchy than that 
traditionally conceded to the claimant caste by the local community. The 
clairn is usually made over a period of tirne. in fact. a genention or nvo. 
before the 'amval' is conceded" (in Hardiman, 1987: 157). 

There are various problems with this idea in the case of the adivasis of this region. 

Fint, the tnbals made no daim to hi& caste status. Second, Srinivas has been criticized 

for not analyzing the changes that Sanskritization may have brought about in the whole 

system, rather than in simply inaugurating a positional change for a particular caste or 

other group. Third, for Sanskritization to be 'successful' the group claiming higher status 

has to possess a certain amount of clout, in order to make the claim at ail (Hardiman, 



Hardiman also points out that Srinivas' theory of Sanskntization implies a certain 

static nature of brahmanical ideals. An analysis of different regions in India would easily 

show this not to be the case. The adivasis, argues Hardiman, showed a keen 

understanding of the relationship behveen values and power ( 1987: 163). For example, 

"[tlhe ban on dam and toddy occupied a pivotal position because of its dual function of 

praviding ~ h e  ihicf ncapon rigains~ the Parsis as KCI! as xrving as an indes of 

purification" ( 1987: 1 64- 165). Exposure to caste society and colonialism brought the 

adivasis out of their previous relative autonorny, but this did not imply helpless 

assimilation, or mimicry of caste principles. On the contnry. adivasis used nrw and old 

idioms to assert material and spintual autonomy. The commands of the Devi "thus 

represented a powerful programme for adivasi assertion" (Hardiman, 1987: 164- 165). 

Along with the Devi. Gandhian workers in the region began to influence the 

tribals during the rarly part of the hventieth crntury. Addrd to the commands of 

temperance and social boycott were those related to the Gandhian national movement. 

such as. wearing khadi (cotton cloth), and taking nationalistic vows in Gandhi's name 

(Hardiman, 1987: 165). Gandhi's message, perpeniated through the Devi. was received 

in different ways by the adivasis. Some groups had a broader undentanding of the 

nationalist movement, whereas others simply looked upon Gandhi as a divine and 

benevolent figure, in much the same way as the Devi herself. Hardiman's point is that 

the Devi movement was not simply a mouthpiece of the nationalist movement but that 

her worship gained renewed impetus because of the nationalist movement. 

The suppon that the adivasis received from the wider nationalist movement 

womed British authorities and the Parsis. The boycon of the Parsis by the tribals had 



been vzry harmFul to tbem, and the Parsis ofien forced the tribals to work at gunpoint 

(Hardiman, 1987: 179). Gandhian worken were intent on pushing the aspect of self- 

purification of the tribals which they believed was an end in itself. Thus Gandhian 

reforrners suggested that while adivasis boycott the Parsi liquor shops. they should not 

refuse field labour for the Parsis. This plea by Gandhian workers undemincd the core of 

uibai protest, demonstrdting Ganùhi's attrrnpts to defiecr potmiai ciass stniggks. 

The tribals also became intemaily divided at this point. Some believed in the 

ideas of self-purification, while others thought it a temporary strategy to undemine their 

exploitation. Against the backdrop of the Congess Party's Civil Disobedièncc 

movemrnt, and its suppression by the British. Gandhianism suffered a setback in the 

region. The British shut down ashrams - relativrly austere religious community sheltcrs 

providing livelihood and support - and arrestrd Gandhian workers in the a r a  

(Hardiman, 1987: 205-206). Ultimately, the Gandhian emphasis on passive forms of 

resistancç. while beneficial initially. did not f o m  an effective qtrategy of protest for the 

adiiwsis. 

Education and rxposure to the nationalist rnovement had provided adivasis wi th 

confidence. Subsequent support by the government also s e m d  to render Gandhian 

involvement somewhat redundant. While complete prohibition was not introduced. after 

the Govenunent of India Act of 1935", many liquor shops were closed d o m ,  thereby. to 

an extent. Freeing adivasis of Parsi control (Hardiman, 1957: 2 15). Large-scalr 

landlordism did not last either, as the Congress passed a resolution, during the 1950s. to 

give land to the tillers. The Parsis arid other landlords lost their estates to the adivasis. 



although this did not take place equitably, creating various divisions within the adivasi 

communities (Hardiman. 198 7: 2 1 5). 

Despite this, the Devi movement allowed the tnbals to understand that gods were 

not the sole factor in their existence and, more importantly, that they could be active 

agents in bringing about change. While the adivasis of the region had links with 

Gand'nian narionaiisrn, rk i r  macenai concerns, wnic'n were the founciacion of tiieir 

movement, were no t adequatel y represented through Gandhian strategies. 

In another rthnographic study, Hardiman shows that peasant resistance in Gujant 

was strongest when class and community coincided ( 1 98 1 : 250). Funher. he highlights 

the inadequacy of religious and factional explanaiions which emphasized the alliances 

formed between peasants and dite nationalists. Many have argued that these alliances 

were formed only with the richer segments of the peasantry. But Hardiman argues that 

this is not always the case and, among the peasant nationalists of Gujarat. alliances can be 

explained in ternis of a certain type of class collaboration ( 1982: 230-23 1 ). "[Such] 

collaboration occurs when members of subaltern classes believe that it is in their best 

interest to coilaborate with members of higher classes. This may be because of economic 

ties, or perhaps because of ties of caste and kinship which require 'brothers' to stick 

t ~ ~ e t h e i " ~  ( 1982: 23 1). 

These ties of caste and kinship do not necessanly translate into Sanskritization. or 

the omnipotence of a 'Hindu majority' . Kancha Ilaiah's work "Why 1 am not a Hindu", 

( 1996) is an autobiographical account of his relationship with Hinduism and caste 

through his life. Ilaiah's background is Dalitbahtrian which, he defines, as "a concept 

that has corne to be used to designate a united whole of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled 



Tribes, and the Other Backward   las ses"'^ (in Amin & Chakrabarty ed, 1996: 166). 

While caste formed an integral aspect of Ilaiah's life, Hinduism was a penpheral and 

mostly alien concept, to which education and encountrr outside of his community had 

exposed him. Given this, neither he personally, nor his community, ever thought of 

themselves as "Hindu". In today's political context the importance of labelling a broad 

crus-besiiuri of peoplc as H i d u .  iias brcome crucial. su& ihat hincirirw can p i n  

strength and proceed. This labeling process has a long history to which the colonial state 

and Gandhi previously contributed. In Ilaiah's words. "socially. cultunlly. and even 

physically, they [Hindus] want us to remain their 'other', while acting politically as 

'homogeneous Hindus' who can be their tools against Muslims or Christians (in their 

language 'minorities')" (in Amin & Chakrabarty rd. 1996: 166). 

Political Appropriations of Historv 

Hinduism is a construct that attempts to encompass a mix of varied groups and 

practices that have existed for many centuries. It is, therefore, almost impossible to 

define Hinduism in any absolute sense. This impossibility becomes especially important. 

given the political manipulations around definitions. In the postcolonial Indian State, the 

project of hindrma -the politically motivated attempt at constructing a monolithic yet 

'tolerant' notion of Hinduism and Hindu identity - seeks to oppress al1 those who do not 

fit into its realm. As such, selected, constructed versions of history are appropriated to 

fiel the hindutvu project. 

Political scientist, Ashis Nandy, has also critiqued the present political stand of 

hinduiva. Nandy contends that, in fact, the present hinduiva politics result fiom western 



notions associated with the modem nation-state which have been used as a cover for 

religious intolerance (Nandy, in Das ed, 1990: 70). Nandy argues that religion in India 

has been split into religion-as-faith and religion-as-ideology. Nandy defines faith as. 

". . .a way of life, a tradition which is definitionally non-monolithic and operationally 

plural". Ideology, Nandy defines as, "religion as a sub-national, national, or cross- 

nationai iden~ifier of popuiations contesting for or protecting non-reiigious, usually 

political or socio-economic, interests" (Nandy, in Das ed, 1990: 70). 

Nandy's contention is that the religion-as-ideology mode1 has been taken on by 

the proponents of hindri~a. They have taken the faith of Hinduism and tumed it  into an 

ideology under the influences of western colonialism. In this reading, hinhma emerged 

in an attempt to bnng India on par with European nations, by "defensively reject[ing] or 

devalu[ing] the littlr cultures of India as so many indices of the country's backwardness 

and as prime candidates for intepration within the Hinddnational mainstream" (in Nandy 

et al. 1995: 58). This move made it possible to makr Hinduism synonymous with 

western-style politics and nationhood. rather than a form of mon1 or cultural life (in 

Nandy et al, 1995: 59). But Nandy's notion of religion-as-faith avoids the fact that this 

religion - Hinduism - has no other basis in real (diverse) pnctice except as a political 

appropriation of the past. His critique of hindritva, therefore. does not get to the heart of 

the matter. Beyond political appropriation, there is also a dialectical relationship between 

the so-called 'littie cultures' and the notion of 'moral and cultural life' which Nandy does 

not account for, 

Using the example of the Sangh Panvar, Madhu Kishwar explains the 

postcolonial appropriation of 'Hinduism' in the form of hindutva. The Sangh Parivar, a 



combination of various rightist Hindu groups. have been labeled communalist (sectarian), 

but according to Kishwar, this is not actually so (1993: 1). Hinduism cannot be 

categorized as fundamentalist, for it has no fundamental tenets upon which al1 Hindus 

would agree (Kishwar, 1993: 3). Moreover. the Sangh Parivar is not versed in any of the 

'Hindu' theological texts. its main purpose is to propagate a unified all-India identity. 

Thus, rven such institutions as caste are not encouraged. despite the tlct that certain 

upper caste comrnunities are favoured. Further, the goup is against ethnic. linguistic and 

regional assertions of identity. The idea is that while parochial loyalties may exist. 

Indians' first loyalty is to the nation. Diversity is the cause of India's weakness, and 

unification would therefore make India stronger. Notions of a nation-state are projected 

back into history. to make vanous historical figures appear as nationalists, evcn though 

there wlis no unified state in India at the tirne (Kishwar. 1993: 5 ) .  

The symbol of the Parivar's nationalism is Bharat Mata. or Mother India. This is 

a secular image, syrnbolizing the nation's relationship to the land, the traditional 

sustainer. Kishwar argues that the Parivar, successfully preying on the declining status of 

the Congress Party, plays up the idea that they alone are the onrs that can unify India 

( 1993: 10). The Parivar justifies this unification, by perpetuating Hindu fears of a 

growing Muslim threat, fuelled in part by the general global Islamic threat exploited in 

the media. Jayant Lele also points to the efforts of the Voice of India, the publishing 

house for the San@ Parivar, to employ scholars who grant credibility to their notions of 

hindutva, in their construction of 'Muslim as enemy' (Lele. 2000: 22). 

While the hindutva attempt - especially with such groups as the Sangh Parivar - 

is ostensibly secular, there is an implicit Hindu factor that prrmeates their rhetoric. Lele 



shows the connection between superficially different modes of historical interprêtation, 

and how they relate to hindunta. He points out how al1 groups - the anti-secuIarists - for 

example Partha Chatte jee and Ashis Nandy, the secularists like Bipan Chandra, and the 

Hinduists - proponents of hindima - share various assumptions about this Hindu factor 

which brings their analysis very close together and weakens the possibility of a thorough 

critique of hinduma (Lelr, 1000: 2 1 ). 

Within the ideas of the Hinduists and anti-secularists, Lele States. there is a lack of 

analysis of 'material dimensions'. The anti-secularists distinguish between kindr~?a and 

Hinduism. Hinduism is a benign and 'good' force. while hind~rtva is the negativi: result 

of modemity (2000: 29). Secularism. then. is a product of this modernity. Whilr 

Nandy's solution cornes in ternis of a neo-Gandhian Hinduism. Chatte jec's cornes as a 

retum to neo-Gandhian notions of comrnunity (Lrle. 2000: 3 1-33.35). 

This community is Gandhi's caste-based community. Chattrjee shares with 

Nandy and othen. the idea that the tolerant and flexible 'community' was untouched by 

conflict. The existence of counter-discounes are dismissrd as modemistic (Lele. 1000: 

35). Thus secularism. which is posited as antithetical to the neo-Gandhian version of 

cornmunitarianism, is also considered threatening to the potential balance and harmony of 

community. Chatte jee's idea is that the existence of tolerance should be based on the 

consent of the community's memben which should be publicly sought (Chatte jee. 

1997). However, Lele points out that this consent can br manipulated by dite interests. 

As Lele argues. the practice of creating an 'aura of consensus', such that a hegemony 

could be asserted, 'was the project of old brahmanism'. Logically, then, the views of 

anti-secularîsts promote a r e m  to some notion of a golden indian community. And this 



is very similar to the views of the hindiitva proponents, whose task is to construct a 

Hindu nation, based on Hindu revivalism. Embedded within this is a denial of the 

matenal aspects of inequality, based on an idealized varna or caste system. that are found 

within the cornmunity. 

Lele also discusses other shared assumptions. benveen anti-secularists and 

Hinàuisrs about die concepts ofreiigion. vadirion and modrmity. Religion 1s considered 

shared and stable. while tradition and modernity are conceptualized as antithetical to each 

other, and match the dichotomy of east and West, respectively. Further, tradition and 

religion are made synonymous within a pre-modem state (2000: 13). 

Brahmanism as 'religion' created a hegemonic control over much of Indian 

society. And Hinduisrn has been equated with brahmaiiisrn. Therefore. Hinduism c m  br 

equated with Indian tradition. and secularism with the underminhg of this tradition 

through notions of western modemity. Again, this emphasis on the social and cultural. 

nther than the economic. distons the picture of indian history and present day social 

relations. 

Conclusion 

While the different modes of history examined in the first two chapters have 

considerably vaned approaches, both these methods lend themselves quite easily to 

incorporation within the hhduma mode of present day politics. In the Subaltemist 

literature it is precisely the lack of material dimension which allows inequalities to be 

occluded in favour of cultural theoretical analyses.'7 



While David Hardiman has written as part of the Subaltem Studies Collective, his 

work provides an important example of a critical micro historiography which does justice 

to the nuances of social reality of the colonial period. Through his ethnography, the 

compiexity and multiplicity that underlies subaltem Iife can be examined. Further, while 

his ethnographical work provides potential for nation-wide comparisons. it does not 

universaii~e ht: specifics thai mark regionai iifr in india. His ethnographicai rndravour. 

shows how a 'discousr frorn the rnargins.' as it were, can provide critical insight to 

dominant discourses of 'Hinduism'. 

Historical appropriations by partisan politics are not a new phenornenon. 

However. when academic weight is given to supposed historical phenornena. the situation 

can be potentially dangerous. The present day politics of hindima serks to collapsr 

together an amorphous and diverse hdia under a politically motivated and consmctrd 

notion of 'Hindu' identity. And this project allows violence and suppression of frerdom 

to be legitimized. While this idea of a cntical perspective is by no means original. it must 

be restated, until that which it critiques ceases to be used as an instrument of repression. 



CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

l Durhg colonial rule. the importance of the brahmin S position within the caste systern \vas reinforced 
through the theory of ,-an race. The three upper castes were thought to have descended tiom the Xryans, 
while the lowest caste from the indigenous tribes. (Please see Thapar. 1996. rind Lele ed, 198 1 : 2 ) .  

Loosely defmed. this is a process ofadopring brahmunic pnctices. A discussion of Sanskntization 
appem later in this thesis. 

The Subaltern Studies Collective is 3 group of scholars who began wrïtin_g in the earl y 1980s. Their aim 
was LU chitiittnge Inr Jomiriünt mucies of indian iiistoriugnp'ny. 

CHAPTER 2 - RUTERWLIST NATIONALIST HISTORIES AiiD HINDU [DENTITY 

' As discussed in the introduction. the idea of 'Hinduism* being an absolutely definable and coherent body 
of thought is problematic. given its history. 1 am using the tenn implicit 'Hindu factor.' to rekr to this 
assumed coherence of 'Hinduism'. 
' The term *Hindu secularism' rrfers to the idcology ofrhc Congress Parry. First, scçularism \vas the stated 
ideal of lndian narionalism. under the Party. Howevcr. as Gandhi's use of Hindu symbols to mobilizc the 
'masses' could not be critiqued without an accompanying critique of  Gandhi. Hindu symbols wcrc 
incorponted into the nationalist movement. Gandhi's afinity with concepts of 'Hinduism' dong with his 
ideals of community. Icd him to 3 conccpt of 'seculrir Hinduism'. Thus the term has bcen rewrsed. when 
discussing Gandhian thought. as secular Hinduism. 
" For detriils on the threc stages. plcasc set. Lcle 1990 in Vol. I I  cd. F n n k d  & Rao. Also. Surnit Sarkar. 
1983. 
This coincidence of caste rind class is not always thc crise in post-indcpendcncc India. ~hough. 

I'~lease see Chandm. 1984: t 80- 1 85. 
" Other works of Desai's revcal a more nuanced understanding. Howvcr.  thesc quotntions have bcen taken 
tiorn. The Social Background of Indian Nationalism. 
10 This hegemonic appropriation was Hindu (Brahrnanicaf). and w3s camed out in diffcrcnt ways in the 
precolonial pcriod also, as discussed in the introduction. 

CHAPTER 3 - SUBALTERN HISTORIES 

" Guha divides society into this subaltern mass and the dites. His usage of the r e m  dite is. .-not.. . in 
Gramsci's sense of a revolutionary vanguard but.. .a synonym for hegemonic or rut ing classes" ( Arnoid. 
1984: 164). 
'' This idea is questionable even within the Europcan conten. 
' j  Chatte jee indicates. that. western distinctions of pnvate and public. civil sociery and state do not Iùlly 
speak to the Indian experience. However. he uses these tetms. because we do not yet have the language to 
describe these categoties. UltimateIy. howvever. the contradiction between cornmuniry and capital lies at 
the core of the modern western state for him. 
1 -1 Chatte jee uses the exmpIe  of Bengal. which is meant to represent the core of Indian nationalist activity. 
" As I am examining Chatte jee 's  and Guha's work I have only taken into consideration their 
interpretations of Gmdhian thought. My critique of Subalternist work also extends only to their work. 

CHAPTER 4 -A  DIFFERENT APPROACH TO HISTORIOGRAPHY 

16 Subalternists have argued that peasant resistance is not entirely unconscious. as there is too much at stake 
for peasants to simply 'stumble into rebellion'. Baviskar provides a counterpoint to the work of Ranajit 
Guha in this section of her book (Baviskar. 1995: 60). 
17 The terni adivusi implies original inhabitant. Hardimn uses the t e m  stating that it is prefenble for the 
Endian contem. "as it relates to a particular historical development: that ol'subjugation during the nineteenth 
century of a wide variety of communities wbich before the colonial period had remained.. .rclatively frre, 



from the controls of outside states" (Hardiman, 1987: 13- 14. also, Hardiman in Guha e d  1997: 100). 1 
will be using the t e m  adivasi and tnbals interchangcably. as 1 have used the latter throughout the thcsis. 
I R  The Parsis, originally from Penia. are people of the Zoroastrian faith. 
19 Hardiman defines toddy as the 'fermented sap of palm trces'. and dam as 'distilted country liquor' 
(1987: 220,218). 
" Hardiman states. "The Parsis of South Gujant were originally pesant cultivators. and during the 
fifieenth and sixteenth centuries many had fled into the ut i iwi  interior to escape prrsecution at thc hands 
of the sultans of Gujarat" ( 1987: 107). 
" Hardixnan explains that the ongins of the Devi are somewhat ambiguous. With his fieldwork. H a r d i m  
has reached the conclusion. ". . . that the Devi movement originated as a srnalIpox propitiation ccrcmony 
which started in the fishing village of Palghar Taluka. probably in later 192 1 or crarly 1922.. ." ( 1987: 22).  
2 1 ~  , ' i i  1 -  tulas illsù cxplalns i k  Liisiq sf thr' disesne. ils it ua j  Jescribecl iri Aqni\ledic icxts. XC puiril5 uui 

that despite the growth of medical and biological knowledge of the disease. both bctore and during colonial 
rule. religious propitiation to the goddess did not cerise. 
" This has been attested to in the work of historian DD Kosambi (Hardiman. 1987: 62). 
" The Government of tndia Act of 1935 facilitated. in small mesure. the process of a tnnsfer of power 
from the British Empire to the Indians (see Sarkar. 1983: 336-338). 
'< - The Gandhian aliianccs were. however. formcd with richcr. dominant castes within the peasantry. on ri 
national level. 
'"cheduling refers to the colonial categrizing of groupr which has bern continucd in post-Independence 
India. 

This critique of the Subaltem School has bsen made by a nwnber of scholars. including Tom Bnss. 
Bnss argues chat the intluence of Gramsci and Foucault in theV work, instead of Marx and Lenin. leads rhe 
Subaltemists to ansform histoncal materialism to the study of cultural subjccts. and focus on ideology. 
instead of rnateriality ( 199 1 : 177- 175). See also. Sivanmakrishnan. 1995: JO24 10. 
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